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Chapter 1! WHY STUDY WOMEN IN MINING? 




1.2! Women in the Australian mining industry 
1.2.1! Before the 1990s Mining!in!Australia!dates!back!to!1795!when!coal!was!first!discovered!and!exploited!to!fuel!the!new!colony!(M.!Clark,!1986).!Australia’s!mining!industry!became!economically!important!following!the!discovery!of!gold!near!Bathurst!in!1851!and!during!the!ensuing!gold!rushes.!Of!the!600,000!migrants!who!arrived!between!1851!and!1860,!64,000!were!women!(Anderson,!2001),!many!of!whom!accompanied!their!menAfolk!to!the!goldfields.!While!women!ran!their!households,!operated!small!shops!and!sly!grogshops!(Anderson,!2001),!they!also!worked!alongside!men!on!their!diggings:!!There!were!several!women!about,!who!appeared!to!take!as!active!an!interest!in!the!work!of!their!“better!halves”.!They!may!often!be!seen!cradling1!with!an!infant!in!their!arms!(Clacy,!1853,!p.!70).!!!However,!there!are!no!official!records!of!women!working!as!miners!at!this!time!and!none!was!recorded!in!the!Victorian!Census!in!1854!(Alford,!1986).!!As!surface!gold!became!elusive,!individual!prospectors!gave!way!to!mining!companies!that!could!afford!the!more!expensive!equipment!necessary!for!underground!mining!(Garnaut,!2002).!The!British!1842!Mines!and!Collieries!Act,!which!also!applied!to!the!Australian!colonies,!prohibited!women!from!working!underground.!Combined!with!trade!union!emphasis!on!protecting!men’s!jobs!(Thornton,!1983),!women!were!excluded!from!traditionally!male!mining!roles.!Following!Federation!in!1901,!all!Australian!states!enacted!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Cradling is the process of separating alluvial gold from sand and gravel. Soil is placed in a wooden box which is then 












workAfamily!balance!matters!emerged!as!career!barriers!for!women,!with!studies!showing!that!most!women!who!leave!mining!do!so!for!family!reasons.!Each!study!concluded!with!recommendations!that!may!be!categorised!into!six!broad!fields:!!1.! Closer!collaboration!with!schools!and!universities;!promoting!industry!image!in!the!community;!!2.! Addressing!the!masculine!culture,!initiating!and!monitoring!EEO!policies,!promoting!diversity!and!addressing!discrimination!and!harassment!issues;!!3.! Mentoring,!career!development,!promoting!female!role!models;!!4.! Recruitment,!employment!targets,!promotions,!defining!career!paths;!5.! WorkAfamily!balance,!flexible!work,!support!for!workers!with!families;!6.! Physical!infrastructure!and!equipment.!The!mining!industry!has!attempted!to!address!many!of!these!recommendations!(for!case!studies!of!company!intitiatives!see!Minerals!Council!of!Australia,!2013;!Sibbel,!2008).!The!industry!as!a!whole,!and!many!companies!individually,!actively!promote!their!diversity!and!familyAfriendly!policies!online!(Newcrest!Mining!Limited,!2010;!Rio!Tinto,!2009)!and!in!television!and!print!advertising.!In!2014,!164!mining!organisations,!representing!191,000,!or!over!90%!of!employees,!reported!on!the!gender!breakdown!of!their!workforces!to!the!Workplace!Gender!Equality!Agency,!the!Commonwealth!Statutory!Authority!which!administers!the!Workplace"Gender"Equality"Act"2012!(Workplace!Gender!Equality!Agency,!2014a).!Professional!organisations!such!as!the!Australasian!Institute!of!Mining!and!Metallurgy!(AusIMM)!have!developed!and!actively!promoted!nationalA!and!stateAlevel!women’s!networking!groups!with!metropolitan,!regional!and!remote!branches!(AusIMM,!2015b).!Groups!hold!regular!meetings!and!symposia,!facilitate!mentoring!programs,!provide!physical!and!online!venues!for!forums!and!have!easily!accessible!pages!on!social!media!such!as!LinkedIn!and!Facebook.!
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! 6!Table 1.1:  Summary of previous industry sponsored studies about women in the Australian mining industry 
Title Author & 
Commissioning Body  
Methodology Findings 
Women in mining Pattenden, (1998).  
Commissioned by AusIMM.  
Survey of and interviews 
with mining industry 
workers 
Overt harassment and discrimination; poor promulgation and monitoring of 
EEO policies; lack of skilled and willing male mentors; paternalistic mentor 
relationships; differential performance standards for men and women; women 
excluded from informal networking; dominant masculine culture.   
Study into the retention 
of women in the 
minerals and energy 
sector 
Colmar Brunton Social 
Research (2005).  
Commissioned by 
Queensland Resources 
Council.   
Survey of and interviews 
with mining industry 
workers 
Harassment and discrimination; dominant masculine culture; lack of mentors; 
differential performance standards for men and women; lack of career 
development; lack of female role models; inadequate amenities for women; 
remote work and social isolation; incompatible with raising a family; remote 
living expensive and few opportunities for children.  
Unearthing new 
resources: Attracting and 
retaining women in the 
Australian mining 
industry 
Minerals Council of 
Australia (2006) 
Survey, interviews, 
discussion groups of mining 
industry workers 
Harassment and discrimination; lack of complaint process; 
dominant masculine culture; lack of mentors; lack of career 
development; poor work-life balance and support for workers with 
family; lack of part time work. 
Attraction and retention 




Commissioned by The 
Chamber of Minerals and 
Energy, Western Australia.   
Survey and case studies of 
mining companies 
Companies recognised value of diversity, varied approaches to and emphasis on 
achieving diversity. Barriers: harassment & discrimination; working hours, 
incompatibility with children, perception of hot/dry/dirty work, overt masculine 
culture; lack of flexible work, childcare, access to education and health care in 
remote areas; lack of management training about diverse workforce; lack of 
female role models, mentoring/networking opportunities, women’s lack of 
negotiating ability for promotions; need clear communication between 
companies and employees. 
Gender pay equity and 
associated issues for 
women in mining - 
Survey report 
AusIMM (2009) Survey and interviews with 
mining industry workers 
Harassment and discrimination; “old-boys” club; social isolation; women 
undersell themselves; lack of female role models; perception women with 
children not committed; requests for flexible work viewed negatively; culture of 
long hours; poor work-life balance and support for workers with family; lack of 
childcare; lack of on-ramps. 
MCA Workforce gender 
diversity review white 
paper 
Minerals Council of 
Australia (2013) 
Review of previous studies Less overt harassment and discrimination, emergence of unconscious bias; lack 
of mentors, long hours, lack of part time, problems associated with FIFO; return 
to work barriers - ramps, maternal wall (mummy track); development of 





technical$professional$women$in$the$Australian$mining$industry?$$1.! Is!achieving!workFfamily!balance!possible!for!technical!professionals!working!in!the!Australian!mining!industry?!2.! How!do!the!timing!and!sequence!of!life!events,!linked!lives!and!human!agency!interact!with!mining!industry!factors!to!constrain!or!facilitate!the!career!progression!of!women!working!as!technical!professionals!in!the!Australian!mining!industry?!!3.! What!are!the!key!career!barriers!for!women!with!children!in!the!mining!industry?!!
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Chapter 2! THE AUSTRALIAN MINING INDUSTRY 
2.1! Introduction This!thesis!is!set!within!the!context!of!the!Australian!mining!industry.!In!this!chapter!I!describe!the!unique!characteristics!that!have!a!major!bearing!on!the!working!lives!of!technical!professional!workers!in!this!industry,!including!where!they!live!and!their!career!paths.!I!start!by!discussing!mining’s!economic!contribution!to!the!Australian!economy!and!the!impact!of!its!cyclic!nature!on!the!job!security!and!career!continuity!of!workers.!I!then!describe!the!job!roles!of!the!most!common!mining!industry!technical!professions!who!are!the!focus!of!this!thesis.!I!follow!this!with!a!brief!outline!of!the!mining!process!from!exploration!to!processing!and!transportation!and!I!describe!the!mining!industry’s!modes!of!working!and!living.!Finally!I!briefly!review!previous!academic!research!about!women!in!the!Australian!mining!industry.!







Figure 2.1:  Annual change in mining industry workforce (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2015) Legend:!!1.! 1987!Stock!market!crash!2.! 1991!Downturn!in!Japanese!economy!3.! 1997!Asian!Financial!Crisis!4.! 2001!September!11!attacks!5.! 2008!Global!Financial!Crisis!6.! 2012!Commodity!price!slump!!
2.3! Mining industry technical professionals The!Australian!mining!industry!employs!a!wide!range!of!unskilled,!semiFskilled,!skilled!and!professional!people.!This!study!is!focused!on!“technical!professionals”!who!have!tertiary!qualifications!in!the!frontline!tasks!of!exploration,!quantification,!development,!extraction!and!processing!of!mineral!resources.!These!fields!of!study!fall!into!the!STEM!professions!and!are!nonFtraditional!occupations!for!women.!Technical!professionals!can!be!classified!into!the!three!main!categories!of!geoscientists,!engineers!and!metallurgists.!Other!professions!such!as!surveyors,!chemists,!environmental!scientists!and!occupational!health!and!safety!(OH&S)!officers!are!also!categorised!as!technical!professionals.!!!
















2.4! Working in the Australian mining industry Although!the!head!offices!of!most!large!mining!companies!are!in!capital!cities,!production,!exploration!and!most!processing!and!transportation,!along!with!60%!of!mining!employment,!occurs!in!remote!and!regional!locations!(DEEWR,!2012).!The!mining!process!can!be!broken!down!into!phases:!exploration,!construction!and!production,!processing!and!transport.!
2.4.1! Exploration  The!mining!process!commences!when!an!exploration!team!commences!an!exploration!program!to!identify!and!then!determine!whether!a!potential!mineral!resource!is!economically!viable.!After!obtaining!tenement!licenses!from!government!bodies!and!negotiating!with!landowners!for!permission!to!enter!private!properties,!exploration!teams!conduct!geological!mapping,!surface!sampling!and!remote!sensing!to!identify!the!parameters!and!grade!of!the!potential!ore!body.!If!geochemical!and!geophysical!results!support!further!work,!exploration!drilling!collects!samples!at!depth!to!determine!the!size,!shape!and!grade!of!the!deposit.!If!sample!analysis!recommends!ongoing!exploration,!resource!drilling!and!detailed!geophysics!is!undertaken!to!define!resource!grades!and!ore!body!boundaries.!During!the!program,!exploration!teams!work!with!other!professionals!including!environmental!scientists!and!surveyors.!
2.4.2! Operational mining sites  Once!a!resource!is!quantified,!defined!and!valued!and!the!decision!has!been!made!to!mine,!technical!professionals!including!engineers,!geoscientists,!metallurgists,!surveyors,!chemists!and!environmental!scientists!are!employed!throughout!the!construction,!operation!and!closeFdown!phases!of!the!mine’s!life.!Many!operational!sites!in!Australia!are!in!remote!areas,!sometimes!hundreds!of!kilometres!from!the!nearest!population!centres.!Mining!also!occurs!in!more!closely!populated!regional!areas!such!as!around!Orange!and!the!Hunter!Valley!in!NSW.!During!the!2004F2012!mining!boom,!a!new!focus!on!coal!seam!gas!mining!operations!commenced!in!locations!with!little!or!no!previous!mining!history!such!as!around!Narrabri!in!NSW!and!Chinchilla!in!Queensland.!!!
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2.4.3! Processing and transport Most!mines!have!primary!processing!plants,!such!as!wash!plants!or!mills!(depending!on!the!commodity)!attached!to!or!close!to!the!operation.!Larger!processing!installations!such!as!smelters!are!located!close!to!large!operations,!near!transport!links!to!allow!easy!shipping!or!close!to!power!supply.!Australia!has!some!of!the!largest!mineral!shipping!ports!in!the!world,!located!in!the!general!vicinity!of!the!operational!sites!they!service!and!to!which!they!are!connected!by!road!and!rail!networks.!
2.5! Living in the mining industry While!workers!at!city!based!offices!live!in!or!near!metropolitan!areas,!workers!at!remote!and!regional!locations!either!live!close!to!the!operational!site!in!dedicated!mining!or!mixed!economy!towns!or!commute!on!a!FIFO!basis!from!their!residential!location!of!choice.!!!
2.5.1! Residential mining and mixed economy towns Until!the!1980s,!most!mineworkers!in!remote!areas!lived!in!residential!communities!close!to!the!site.!Mining!companies!constructed,!administered!and!maintained!family!accommodation!in!purposeFbuilt!mining!towns,!providing!schools,!leisure!facilities,!medical!centres!and!other!services!that!allowed!families!to!live!remotely!and!enabled!workers!to!return!home!every!day!after!work.!Prior!to!the!introduction!of!inexpensive!airfares,!transport!to!the!more!remote!towns!could!take!many!hours!or!even!days!by!road!and!residents!left!town!only!occasionally!(Blackman!et!al.,!2014;!Geoffrey!Blainey,!1960;!G.!Mayes,!1991;!Parliament!of!Australia,!2012).!!No!new!mining!towns!have!been!built!since!the!1980s.!The!reasons!include:!costs!involved!in!construction;!maintaining!and!closing!towns!at!mine!closure;!short!mine!lives!due!to!market!fluctuations;!long,!complex!approval!processes;!workers’!preferences!for!living!in!metropolitan!areas;!and!fringe!benefit!taxation!that!taxes!company!supplied!accommodation!(Blackman!et!al.,!2014;!Parliament!of!Australia,!2012;!Peetz!&!Murray,!2007).!!
2.5.2! Fly in/fly out (FIFO) and drive in/drive out (DIDO) Mining!companies!are!increasingly!employing!FIFO!and/or!DIDO4!workers!rather!than!investing!in!new!mining!towns!(Blackman!et!al.,!2014).!In!2012,!the!House!of!Representatives!Standing!Committee!on!Regional!Australia!conducted!the!Inquiry$into$the$use$of$'fly<in,$fly<out’$
(FIFO)$workforce$practices$in$regional$Australia.!!It!defined!FIFO!as:!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!











2.6! Previous studies about women in the Australian mining industry As!described!in!Chapter!1,!since!the!late!1990s,!a!series!of!studies!commissioned!by!industry!bodies!including!the!Minerals!Council!of!Australia!(MCA),!the!Queensland!Resources!Council!(QRC)!and!the!AusIMM!have!been!conducted!to!investigate!the!attraction!and!retention!of!women!in!the!Australian!mining!industry!(AusIMM,!2009;!AusIMM!Women!in!Mining!Network,!2007;!Colmar!Brunton!Social!Research,!2005;!Minerals!Council!of!Australia,!2006,!2013;!Pattenden,!1998;!Sibbel,!2008).!These!broadFbased!studies,!using!surveys,!faceFtoFface!interviews!and!case!studies,!identified!a!range!of!career!barriers!for!women!including!discrimination!and!harassment,!the!masculine!culture!rewarding!male!work!styles,!a!lack!of!mentors!and!female!role!models,!lack!of!clear!career!paths,!the!“old!boys!club”,!culture!of!long!hours,!poor!workFlife!balance,!and!a!lack!of!flexible!and!part!time!work.!They!also!made!recommendations,!some!of!which!the!industry!has!attempted!to!address!through!policy!change.!



















2.7! Summary  This!chapter!provided!an!overview!of!the!mining!industry,!setting!the!context!for!the!remainder!of!the!thesis.!It!discussed!the!importance!of!mining!to!the!Australian!economy!and!its!cyclic!nature.!It!described!technical!professional!roles,!provided!an!outline!of!the!mining!process!and!explained!the!ways!people!work!and!live!to!follow!the!mining!industry!career!path.!It!also!provided!a!brief!review!of!theoretical!and!academic!research!relevant!to!women!working!in!the!Australian!mining!industry.!The!next!chapter!reviews!theoretical!literature!and!research!from!other!industries!that!are!pertinent!to!examining!how!life!course!factors!affect!the!career!decisions,!paths!and!outcomes!of!women!working!in!the!Australian!mining!industry.!
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Table 3.1:  Workforce participation by gender and full time/part time status and by industry (Workplace Gender 





























3.6! Are men’s careers and women’s careers different? In!the!1970s!and!1980s,!as!more!women!engaged!in!tertiary!study!and!entered!and!remained!in!the!workforce,!researchers!began!to!question!why!equally!qualified!women!were!not!achieving!career!progression!similar!to!their!male!counterparts.!After!all,!the!women’s!movement!posited!that!women!were!no!different!to!men!and!should!be!able!to!attain!similar!career!goals!(Gallos,!1996).!At!the!time,!the!organisational!career!model!predominated!careers!theory.!It!assumed!that!all!workers!were!men!who!could!prioritise!careers!over!nonFwork!commitments!(Kanter,!1993).!While!some!women!could!conform!to!a!full!time,!continuous,!linear!career!path!(R.!Mayes!&!Pini,!2010;!B.!White,!1995),!most!women!with!children!did!not!have!stayFatFhome!partners!or!other!support!to!take!full!time!responsibility!for!caregiving!and!household!commitments!(Hochschild!&!Machung,!2003;!Moen,!2005;!Moen,!Kelly,!&!Huang,!2008;!Moen!&!Sweet,!2004;!Pocock,!2003).!Instead,!many!women!with!children!spent!periods!in!and!out!of!the!workforce!and/or!time!in!part!time!roles!(Biemann!&!Zacher,!2012;!Han!&!Moen,!1999;!Pocock,!2003;!Valcour!et!al.,!2007).!Taking!career!breaks!and!working!part!time!restricted!access!to!career!ladders!and!limited!access!to!career!opportunities!and!promotions!(Pocock,!2003;!Valcour!&!Ladge,!2008).!Women’s!career!models!needed!to!be!“inclusive!of!a!multitude!of!experiences,!and!flexible!rather!than!deterministic”!(Pringle!&!McCulloch!Dixon,!2003).!













3.6.2! What types of careers do women have? The!above!sections!show!that!women!and!men!perceive!and!enact!their!careers!differently.!Compared!to!men,!women!are!more!likely!to!judge!career!success!in!subjective!terms,!make!relational!career!decisions!and!prioritise!family!roles!over!work!roles.!Typologies!have!been!devised!to!describe!different!types!of!careers.!A!dual!career!coupleFbased!study!(Han!&!Moen,!
! ! !
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6 When Moen and Sweet (2004) used the term “career mystique” they cited Moen (2005) which was still in publication 




3.7! What factors could shape women’s careers in the Australian mining industry? The!mining!industry!presents!a!number!of!work!and!nonFwork!challenges!for!women’s!careers.!These!challenges!have!been!identified!in!previous!academic!studies!and!industry!commissioned!reports,!some!of!which!are!reviewed!in!the!following!section.!First,!some!mining!related!factors!that!may!introduce!additional!barriers!or!exacerbate!those!experienced!by!women!in!other!industries!are!presented.!Next,!I!review!some!important!nonFwork!factors!that!contribute!to!shaping!women’s!careers.!The!interaction!between!women’s!family!situations!and!mining!industry!characteristics!mean!they!may!be!forced!to!“opt!out”!of!their!careers!or!moderate!how!they!participate!even!when!their!preferences!could!be!to!work!full!time!and!prioritise!their!careers.!
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3.7.1! Mining: a non-traditional career for women The!Australian!mining!industry!is!male!dominated!and!technical!professional!roles!are!nonFtraditional!occupations!for!women.!A!male!dominated!industry!is!defined!as!having!25%!or!fewer!women!participating!(Catalyst,!2013).!Like!the!Australian!mining!industry,!women’s!participation!rates!in!other!male!dominated!industries!such!as!construction,!engineering,!information!technology!(IT),!science,!architecture!and!the!military,!remain!low!despite!numerous!investigations!and!policy!implementations!designed!to!increase!the!attraction!and!retention!of!women!(APESMA,!2010;!Armstrong,!Riemenschneider,!Allen,!&!Reid,!2007;!Australian!Defence!Force,!2014;!S.!Bell,!O'Halloran,!Saw,!&!Zhao,!2009;!Burns,!2011;!Lingard,!Brown,!Bradley,!Bailey,!&!Townsend,!2007;!Lingard!&!Francis,!2005;!J.!E.!Lynch!&!Tuckey,!2008;!J.!Mills,!Mehrtens,!Smith,!&!Adams,!2008;!The!Smith!Institute,!2014;!Wilkinson,!2008).!!Male!dominated!industries!share!a!number!of!characteristics!that!inhibit!women’s!career!progression.!These!include!a!strong!masculine!culture!in!which!women!are!treated!as!tokens;!sexual!harassment!and!discrimination;!masculine!work!styles;!and!a!persistent!“oldFboys!club”!where!managers!recruit!and!promote!people!with!similar!characteristics!to!themselves.!!!












The “old-boys” club The!“oldFboys”!club!results!from!the!process!of!homophily,!whereby!managers!recruit!and!select!employees!with!similar!characteristics!to!themselves!because!they!believe!they!can!be!trusted!more!than!people!with!different!backgrounds!(Kanter,!1993;!McPherson,!SmithFLovin,!&!Cook,!2001).!Women!working!in!nonFtraditional!industries!reported!their!careers!were!constrained!because!they!were!overlooked!for!employment!and!promotion!opportunities!in!favour!of!peers!with!similar!backgrounds!to!managers!(Harris,!2009;!Watts,!2009).!!In!previous!mining!industry!reports,!women!claimed!they!were!byFpassed!for!promotion!and!career!opportunities!in!favour!of!males!with!less!experience!and!poorer!work!records!(Bailey,!1988;!Minerals!Council!of!Australia,!2006,!2013).!These!women!blamed!the!“oldFboys”!club!favouring!a!homogenous,!white!male!workforce.!Women’s!roles!were!often!sideFtracked!to!administration!and!report!writing,!outside!the!main!career!pathway!and!regarded!by!managers!as!more!suitable!for!women!(Minerals!Council!of!Australia,!2006).!It!is!conceivable!that!homophily!would!present!an!even!greater!barrier!for!women!with!children.!Not!only!would!they!be!viewed!with!suspicion!because!they!are!perceived!to!have!competing!interests,!sometimes!needing!special!privileges,!but!they!would!also!be!perceived!to!be!more!different!than!women!without!children.!Career!consequences!could!include!being!overlooked!for!recruitment!and!promotion!and!becoming!marginalised,!especially!if!they!were!not!working!in!full!time!roles.!!
























3.8! Why study careers over the life course? In!this!section!I!explain!why!using!a!life!course!framework!will!shed!new!light!on!women’s!careers!in!the!mining!industry.!Mining!industry!reports!and!academic!studies!have!noted!that!many!women!struggle!to!maintain!their!careers!after!having!children!(Colmar!Brunton!Social!Research,!2005;!Minerals!Council!of!Australia,!2006,!2013;!Sibbel,!2008).!Researchers!investigating!industries!with!similar!characteristics!such!as!engineering!(Jorgenson,!2000;!Watts,!2009),!construction!(Lingard!et!al.,!2007;!Lingard!&!Francis,!2005;!Lingard!&!Lin,!2004),!the!American!oil!and!gas!industry!(C.!L.!Williams!et!al.,!2012)!and!the!defence!force!(Harris,!2009)!have!identified!a!range!of!career!barriers!that!women!with!children!encounter.!However,!none!has!examined!women’s!career!trajectories!before!and!after!having!children,!nor!has!any!investigated!how!different!groups!of!women!make!career!decisions!and!the!impact!they!have!on!career!progression!and!outcomes.!Using!a!life!course!framework!and!life!course!timelines!enables!me!to!compare!women’s!career!trajectories!before!and!after!having!children!and!with!other!groups!of!women,!enabling!a!greater!understanding!of!the!factors!that!shape!women’s!careers.!!The!life!course!framework!is!a!theoretical!orientation!used!to!study!human!development!and!aging!over!time!(Elder,!2000).!An!individual’s!life!course!is!the!dynamic,!interconnected!unfolding!of!trajectories!and!transitions!(Macmillan!&!Copher,!2005).!Life!course!research!brings!together!theoretical!strands!of!research!linking!individual!behaviour,!social!change!and!structure!(Elder!&!Giele,!2009),!and!incorporates!temporal,!contextual!and!processual!elements!(Elder,!2000).!It!is!a!way!of!explaining!how!individuals!of!the!same!age!and!seemingly!similar!backgrounds!achieve!different!life!outcomes!(Elder!&!Giele,!2009;!Giele,!2008).!!Life!course!theorists!have!identified!five!key!factors!that!interact!to!shape!an!individual’s!life!course!(Elder,!1998;!Giele,!2009):!!1.! The$historical$time$of$birth:!The!year!of!a!person’s!birth!locates!them!in!a!particular!birth!age!cohort!that!experienced!particular!historical!events!and!social!and!cultural!settings.!Cohorts!of!similarly!aged!individuals!with!similar!socioFeconomic!and!cultural!backgrounds!can!be!expected!to!have!similar!choices!and!life!opportunities!throughout!their!life!course!(Elder!&!Giele,!2009).!!!! 2.! The$historical$place$of$birth:$The!place!where!a!person!was!born!and!grew!up!embeds!them!into!a!particular!cultural!and!environment!context,!imbued!with!values!and!beliefs!(Moen!&!Sweet,!2004).!
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Chapter 4! RESEARCH DESIGN 
4.1! Introduction In!this!chapter!I!outline!the!research!design!of!this!thesis.!I!describe!the!research!questions!and!their!objectives.!I!discuss!the!methodological!approach,!arguing!that!a!mixed!methods!approach!will!provide!more!insightful!results!than!either!a!purely!quantitative!or!qualitative!design.!I!outline!and!briefly!describe!the!data!used!in!the!three!interrelated!studies!and!I!explain!how!this!thesis!intersects!with!the!broader!ARC!linkage!project!that!funded!the!research.!Finally,!I!outline!the!thesis!structure.!






















4.5! Data sources and limitations 




4.5.2! Study 2: How do life course factors affect women’s career pathways? In!the!second!study,!I!analysed!individual!life!course!timelines!and!faceFtoFface!interviews!with!50!technical!professional!women,!with!and!without!children.!The!purpose!was!to!investigate!how!the!sequence!and!timing!of!life!events,!linked!lives!and!human!agency,!interacted!with!mining!industry!factors!to!influence!women’s!career!decisions,!progression!and!outcomes.!!! This!study!used!two!groups!of!participants.!The!first!(n=26)!were!interviewed!specifically!for!this!thesis,!while!the!second!(n=24)!participated!in!paired!longitudinal!interviews!collected!for!the!broader!ARC!project!conducted!in!1997!and!2012!(see!Appendix!A!for!an!outline!of!the!ARC!project).!!Prior!to!the!thesis!interviews,!each!participant!was!asked!to!complete!and!return!a!life!history!timeline!that!mapped!demographic,!family!and!career!information!on!a!yearFbyFyear!basis.!The!researcher!completed!timelines!for!the!ARC!participants!from!the!longitudinal!interview!data,!which!specifically!focused!on!career!progression!over!the!intervening!years.!These!timelines!were!used!to!map!women’s!career!paths!against!key!life!events!such!as!marriage,!divorce,!births!of!children!and!geographical!relocations.!Although!the!timelines!of!the!ARC!participants!were!not!as!accurate!or!comprehensive!as!those!completed!by!the!thesis!participants,!they!nevertheless!contained!sufficient!information!to!contribute!to!this!part!of!the!study.!More!detailed!information!about!participant!recruitment,!participant!profile,!the!development!of!the!life!history!timeline,!the!analytical!approach!and!limitations!of!the!study!are!provided!in!Chapter!6.!!
4.5.3! Study 3: Careers, children and barriers The!data!for!the!third!and!final!study!in!this!thesis!comes!from!semiFstructured!faceFtoFface!interviews!with!the!26!technical!professional!women!who!were!specifically!interviewed!for!this!thesis.!Participants!were!required!to!meet!three!key!criteria:!
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1.! They!were!technical!professionals7!or!managers.!This!group!captured!the!experiences!of!women!working!in!nonFtraditional!professional!roles.!!! 2.! They!had!children!aged!fifteen!years!or!older.!This!restriction!enabled!a!focus!on!work!and!family!demands!associated!with!dependent!children.!! 3.! They!had!worked!and!lived!in!at!least!two!modes!such!as!FIFO,!mining!towns,!contracting!and!corporate!offices!(described!in!Chapter!2).!This!requirement!captured!differences!and!commonalities!of!the!experiences!of!women!with!children!across!different!working!and!living!environments.!!! In!the!interviews,!I!asked!the!participants!about!key!career!barriers!they!confronted!after!they!had!children!and!what!impact!these!barriers!had!on!their!career!decisions.!Although!this!study!was!restricted!to!women!who!had!children,!they!identified!a!wide!range!of!barriers!as!well!as!a!variety!of!strategies!for!circumventing!them.!Thematic!analysis!identified!three!commonly!discussed!barriers!encountered!by!the!participants:!following!the!mining!industry!career!path;!access!to!childcare;!and!negotiating!for!and!working!in!flexible!ways.!More!detailed!information!about!participant!recruitment!and!the!analytical!approach!are!provided!in!Chapter!7.!!
















Chapter 5! WORK-FAMILY BALANCE IN THE AUSTRALIAN MINING INDUSTRY 
5.1! Introduction In!this!chapter,!I!undertake!statistical!analyses!on!an!industryFwide!survey!to!establish!how!technical!professionals!working!in!the!Australian!mining!industry!perceive!their!workFfamily!balance,!and!the!outcomes!of!experiencing!good!versus!poor!workFfamily!balance.!The!key!objective!is!to!determine!whether!findings!from!previous!studies,!suggesting!a!skewed!distribution!of!workers!in!the!mining!industry!and!that!42%!of!women!leave!the!mining!industry!for!family!reasons!(Minerals!Council!of!Australia,!2013),!still!hold!in!this!more!recent!survey.!Evidence!in!support!of!these!findings!would!be!gathered!if!it!is!observed!that:!women!with!children!experience!worse!workFfamily!balance!than!others;!women’s!workFfamily!balance!is!associated!with!turnover!intentions;!and!the!participation!of!women!with!children!decreased!according!to!their!age!profile,!especially!compared!to!men!in!mining!and!women!in!the!broader!Australian!workforce.!Critically,!results!in!this!chapter!will!set!a!baseline!for!investigating!how!families!and!relationships!affect!the!career!decisions,!progression!and!outcomes!of!women!technical!professionals!in!the!mining!industry!in!subsequent!chapters!using!qualitative!data!analysis.!This!chapter!addresses!the!following!research!question:!“Is!achieving!workFfamily!balance!possible!for!technical!professionals!in!the!Australian!mining!industry?”$This!question!is!split!into!two!subFquestions:!a)!Do!some!groups!of!workers!in!the!Australian!mining!industry!have!poorer!workFfamily!balance!than!others?!b)!Are!variations!in!levels!of!workFfamily!balance!associated!with!(i.e.!lead!to)!a!lack!of!commitment!to!the!mining!industry?!This!chapter!proceeds!as!follows.!First,!the!survey!data!and!data!manipulation!procedures!are!described.!Second,!the!characteristics!of!the!sample!are!defined.!Third,!empirical!constructs!approximating!theoretical!notions!related!to!workFfamily!balance!and!industry!commitment!are!described.!Fourth,!contingency!tables!and!pairwise!correlations!are!used!to!explore!the!associations!between!personal!characteristics,!workFfamily!balance,!intention!to!leave!the!mining!industry!and!commitment!to!the!mining!industry,!overall!and!across!subgroups!of!interest.!












5.3.1! Characteristics of the survey sample Before!undertaking!any!associational!analyses!it!was!important!to!describe!the!characteristics!of!the!CPMI!survey!respondents.!To!accomplish!this,!the!means!for!variables!capturing!socioFdemographic!and!employment!characteristics!of!the!686!individuals!who!participated!in!the!survey!are!presented!in!Table!5.1.!!The!average!age!of!the!respondents!was!38!years,!and!just!under!half!(47%)!had!children.!FiftyFtwo!percent!of!respondents!were!married,!21%!were!in!defacto!relationships!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10!The!original!survey!variable!“What!is!your!current!employment!status?”!offered!the!choices:!“permanent!fullFtime”,! “permanent! partFtime”,! “casual! fullFtime”,! “casual! partFtime”,! “contract! fixedFterm”,! “currently!unemployed”,! “seeking!work”! and! “currently! not! in! the! labour! force”.! Because! a! vast!majority! of! respondents!indicated!that!they!held!permanent!fullFtime!or!partFtime!positions,!all!other!categories!represented!only!small!numbers!of!respondents!and!were!subsequently!collapsed.!11!This!categorisation!is!derived!from!two!separate!original!survey!variables.!The!first!asked!respondents!“Where!do!you!work?”!and!provided!the!options:!“corporate!office”,!“operational!site”,!“exploration”!and!“other!(please!specify)”.!The!second!survey!question!asked!respondents!“If!your!regular!workplace!is!located!at!a!mine!site,!do!you!…”!and!provided!the!options:!“live!in!a!mining!town!permanently!(with!daily!commute!to!work)”,!“commute!F!flyFin,!flyFout”,!“commute!F!driveFin,!driveFout”!and!“other!(please!specify)”.!The!variables!were!combined,!with!the!categories!denoting!the!following!different!scenarios:!“corporate!office!role”!based!in!a!city!or!regional!office;!“exploration!role”!require!workers!to!spend!extended!periods!of!time!in!remote!locations;!“onsite!work,!living!in!a!mining!town”!role!involves!working!at!an!operational!site!while!living!in!its!vicinity;!“onsite!work,!FIFO/DIDO”!role!involves!working!at!an!operational!site!and!commuting!by!air!or!road!for!set!rosters!(e.g.!working!10!days!and!returning!home!for!4!days);!“other!workplace!location”!includes!people!working!from!home!offices!or!in!a!combination!of!ways,!and!people!who!did!not!answer!this!question.!!
12!Salaries! are! in! $AUD,! excluding! allowances,! superannuation! and! performance! pay! and! before! any! salary!sacrifices. 
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and!27%!were!unpartnered.!Eighty!percent!of!respondents!were!in!permanent!fullFtime!positions,!12%!were!in!part!time!or!casual!roles,!6%!were!selfFemployed!and!2%!were!unemployed.!Concerning!ways!of!working!and!living,!56%!of!respondents!held!“corporate!roles”,!7%!worked!in!“exploration!roles”,!12%!did!“onsite!work,!living!in!a!mining!town”,!17%!did!“onsite!work,!FIFO/DIDO”,!12%!fell!into!an!“other”!category!and!26%!worked!irregular!rosters.!Job!mobility!was!common,!with!52%!in!their!current!roles!for!less!than!2!years,!38%!between!2!and!10!years!and!only!9%!for!longer!than!10!years.!Mobility!between!professions!was!less!common!with!13%!working!in!their!profession!for!less!than!2!years,!36%!between!2!and!10!years!and!51%!for!longer!than!10!years.!On!a!scale!of!job!responsibility!ranging!from!Level!1!(commencement!graduate!jobs)!to!Level!5!(senior!management!or!consulting!jobs),!the!mean!was!3.3.!Mining!is!recognised!as!the!highest!paying!industry!in!Australia!(Australian!Bureau!of!Statistics,!2013b)!which!was!reflected!by!the!distribution!of!respondents!into!salary!brackets.!The!annual!salaries!of!26%!of!respondents!were!below!$95,000,!30%!earned!between!$95,000!and!$135,000,!22%!earned!between!$135,000!and!$175,000,!and!23%!earned!over!$175,000.!Finally,!58%!of!respondents!believed!that!the!mining!industry!was!an!equal!opportunities!employer.!!Some!interesting!gender!differences!emerged!in!these!data.!The!female!respondents!were!on!average!younger!than!the!male!respondents!(36!years!versus!43!years,!respectively),!less!likely!to!have!children!(37%!versus!74%),!and!less!likely!to!be!married!(44%!versus!74%).!Compared!to!men,!women!were!also!less!likely!to!have!permanent!fullFtime!jobs!(78%!versus!86%)!and!more!likely!to!be!employed!in!corporate!roles!(58%!versus!49%).!A!greater!share!of!women!than!men!earned!less!than!$95,000!(28%!versus!19%)!and!a!lower!share!earned!more!than!$175,000!(18%!versus!36%).!Women!were!also!substantially!less!inclined!than!men!to!believe!that!the!mining!industry!was!an!equal!opportunities!employer!(54%!versus!70%).!Gender!differences!in!the!remaining!variables!were!less!apparent.!!! ! All! Men! Women!%!Female!! 72.47! ! !Mean!age!(years)! 38.23! 43.14! 36.39!
Age$categories$ ! ! !%!20F24!years!! 7.14! 4.86! 8.21!%!25F34!years!! 34.69! 24.86! 39.43!%!35F44!years!! 25.95! 22.70! 27.93!%!45F54!years!! 21.28! 27.57! 19.51!%!55!years!+!! 10.93! 20.00! 4.93!%!Has!children!! 46.66! 73.51! 36.55!
Marital$status$ ! ! !
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%!Married!! 51.79! 73.51! 43.53!%!Defacto!! 21.28! 11.35! 25.05!%!Unpartnered!! 26.94! 15.13! 31.43!
Employment$status$ ! ! !%!Perm!F/T!! 80.21! 85.79! 78.22!%!Part!time!&!casual!! 12.33! 6.56! 14.38!%!SelfFemployed!! 5.63! 4.92! 5.92!%!Unemployed!! 1.83! 2.73! 1.48!
Way$of$working$and$living$ ! ! !%!Corporate!office!role! 53.35! 47.57! 56.88!%!Exploration!role!! 7.00! 8.11! 6.78!%!Lives!onsite,!mining!town!! 11.52! 13.51! 11.09!%!Lives!onsite,!FIFO/DIDO!! 16.76! 19.46! 16.22!%!Other!workplace!location! 11.38! 11.35! 9.03!%!Irregular!rosters! 26.11! 25.41! 26.22!
Years$with$employer$ ! ! !%!<2!yrs!! 52.29! 50.00! 53.26!%!2F10!yrs!! 38.41! 36.11! 39.16!%!>10!yrs!! 9.30! 13.89! 7.58!
Years$in$profession$ ! ! !%!<2!yrs!! 12.56! 9.34! 13.81!%!2F10!yrs!! 36.16! 25.27! 40.38!%!>10!yrs!! 51.29! 65.38! 45.82!Mean!job!level! 3.30! 3.65! 3.17!
Salary$bracket$ ! ! !%!<$95K!! 25.74! 18.75! 28.42!%!$95KF$135K!! 29.77! 22.16! 32.48!%!$135KF$175K!! 21.71! 23.30! 21.15!%!<!$175K! 22.79! 35.80! 17.95!%!EEO!%! 58.14! 69.89! 53.63!
Table 5.1:  Means and proportions for socio-demographic and employment variables 
















5.4.2! Measures of industry commitment I!developed!two!additional!measures!to!examine!individuals’!commitment!to!the!mining!industry.!The!first!captured!commitment!to!the!mining!industry!(committedFtoFindustry)!and!the!second!captured!intentions!to!leave!the!mining!industry!(intentionFtoFleave).!Greenhaus,!Parasuraman,!and!Collins!(2001)!argue!that!for!those!lacking!career!commitment,!workFonFfamily!balance!is!positively!associated!with!intentions!to!leave!the!workplace.!Carlson!and!Grzywacz!(2009)!showed!that!workers!who!prioritise!family!over!work!had!the!poorest!workFonFfamily!balance!and!expressed!the!strongest!intentions!to!leave.!While!they!identified!a!strong!relationship!between!workFonFfamily!balance,!industry!commitment!and!satisfaction!at!work,!they!did!not!find!a!significant!association!between!poor!workFonFfamily!balance!and!behavioural!outcomes!such!as!turnover.!However,!other!studies!found!that!industry!commitment!is!higher!and!intentions!to!leave!one’s!current!job!are!lower!when!an!organisation’s!workFfamily!climate!is!supportive!of!employees!with!families!(Carr,!Boyar,!&!Gregory,!2008;!Ford!et!al.,!2007).!It!was!important!for!this!study!to!understand!whether!there!were!associations!between!the!workFfamily!balance!measures!and!these!measures!of!industry!commitment,!as!that!would!constitute!evidence!of!workFfamily!balance!being!a!factor!in!women’s!withdrawal!from!the!mining!industry.!The!first!measure!of!industry!commitment!in!the!CPMI!survey!was!a!modification!of!scales!developed!by!Meyer,!Allen,!and!Smith!(1993)!as!part!of!their!threeFcomponent!model!of!organisational!commitment.!This!was!operationalised!as!an!additive!index!(committedFtoFindustry)!using!responses!to!the!following!CPMI!survey!questions:!“Please!indicate!your!level!of!agreement!with!the!following.!1.! ‘I!really!feel!I!belong!to!the!mining!industry’!2.! ‘I!am!proud!to!belong!to!the!mining!industry’!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14 The!battery!of!questions!used!to!derive!the!workFonFfamily!and!familyFonFwork!indices!are!regularly!used!in!national!surveys!such!as!the!Household,!Income!and!Labour!Dynamics!in!Australia!(HILDA)!Survey!(Wooden!&!Watson,!2007).  
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3.! ‘I!do!not!feel!emotionally!attached!to!the!mining!industry’!4.! ‘The!mining!industry!has!a!great!deal!of!personal!meaning!for!me’!5.! ‘I!would!not!leave!the!mining!industry!because!of!what!I!stand!to!lose’!6.! ‘I! continue! to!work! for! the!mining! industry!because! I!don't!believe!another! industry!could!offer!me!the!benefits!I!get!when!working!in!the!mining!industry’!7.! ‘For!me!personally! the!cost!of! leaving! the!mining! industry!would!be! far!greater! than!the!benefits’!8.! ‘I!have!no!choice!but!to!stay!in!the!mining!industry’!9.! ‘I!stay!in!the!mining!industry!because!I!don't!know!where!else!I!could!work!10.!‘I!have!too!few!other!employment!options,!to!consider!leaving!the!mining!industry’!!Responses!were!in!the!same!4Fpoint!Likert!scale!as!for!the!items!comprising!the!previous!indices,!recoded!so!that!higher!scores!always!denoted!stronger!industry!commitment,!and!the!resulting!index!variable!was!transformed!to!range!from!0!(lowest!commitment)!to!100!(highest!commitment).!The!Cronbach’s!alpha!for!this!index!was!0.73,!which!indicates!that!this!is!a!valid!measure.!!The!second!measure!of!industry!commitment!captured!respondents’!intentions!to!leave!the!mining!industry!(intentionFtoFleave),!and!is!drawn!from!the!survey!question:!“I!intend!to!leave!this!industry!within!the!next!2!years”.!Responses!were!scored!on!a!4Fpoint!Likert!scale!from!1!=!“strongly!disagree”!to!4!=!“strongly!agree”.!









Figure 5.1:   Distribution of variable “satisfaction with work-family balance” for all respondents (respondents’ 
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Figure 5.2:  Distribution of variable “work-on-family” for all respondents (respondents’ perceptions of how work 
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Figure 5.5:  Distribution of “intention-to-leave” variable for all respondents  Overall,!the!results!for!the!commitment!variables!suggest!that!the!majority!of!survey!respondents!felt!committed!or!strongly!committed!to!the!mining!industry.!As!with!the!workFfamily!balance!measures,!it!is!important!to!note!that!people!who!did!not!feel!a!sense!of!commitment!to!the!industry!may!have!already!left!and!this!could!have!biased!the!results!upwards.!!The!next!section!investigates!whether!men!and!women!and!different!types!of!women!reported!different!average!scores!for!our!variables!of!interest.!
5.6! Which workers in the Australian Mining Industry have the most difficulty achieving 
work-family balance? As!described!in!section!5.5,!I!explored!whether!workFfamily!balance!is!a!problem!for!technical!professionals!in!the!Australian!mining!industry!by!comparing!the!means!for!the!five!key!workFfamily!balance!measures!across!population!subgroups!of!interest.!Unfortunately,!as!explained!in!the!introduction!of!this!chapter,!the!nonFprobabilistic!nature!of!the!CPMI!data!makes!it!impossible!to!statistically!compare!these!means!using!formal!tests.!
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5.6.2! Differences in work-family balance and industry commitment within women The!next!step!in!this!analysis!is!to!compare!the!workFfamily!balance!and!industry!commitment!across!different!groups!of!women!workers.!As!suggested!in!the!theoretical!part!of!the!thesis,!the!interaction!of!the!ways!in!which!people!work!and!live!and!familyFlife!stages!were!expected!to!influence!their!ability!to!achieve!workFfamily!balance.!Therefore,!we!expect!women!who!were!married,!had!children,!worked!full!time,!worked!at!operational!sites!on!a!FIFO!basis!and!worked!irregular!workweeks!to!experience!worse!workFfamily!balance!outcomes,!lower!commitment!to!the!industry!and!higher!intentions!to!leave.!The!results!are!shown!in!Table!5.3.!!! ! WFB! WoF! FoW! CtI! ItL!
Age$categories$ ! ! ! ! !20F24!years!! 2.78! n/a*! 66.67! 61.94! 1.78!25F34!years!! 2.83! 41.12! 59.01! 61.61! 1.81!35F44!years!! 2.88! 43.84! 56.11! 63.07! 1.73!!!!!!45F54!years!! 2.95! 44.63! 57.88! 64.35! 1.63!55!years!+!! 2.95! 47.32! 65.42! 63.81! 1.81!
! ! !
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!Children! 3.12! 44.01! 54.73! 64.43! 1.69!!No!children! 2.72! n/a*! 61.22! 61.66! 1.79!
Marital$status$ ! ! ! ! !
$$$$$Married$ 3.00! 44.23! 57.11! 63.61! 1.70!!!!!!Defacto$ 2.75! 36.16! 56.44! 61.73! 1.83!!!!!!Unpartnered$ 2.78! 43.65! 63.31! 62.17! 1.76!
Employment$status! ! ! ! ! !Permanent!!Full!!!Time! 2.79! 43.26! 59.88! 62.47! 1.75!Permanent!Part!Time! 3.52! 46.92! 55.43! 65.94! 1.72!Casual! 3.22! 44.36! 62.72! 62.75! 1.67!Contract! 2.89! 41.07! 54.01! 61.31! 1.85!!Unemployed! 2.00! 36.46! 44.44! 56.11! 1.80!
Way$of$working$and$
living! ! ! ! ! !!!!!Corporate!role! 2.94! 44.85! 60.09! 61.96! 1.76!!!!!Exploration!role! 2.69! 44.23! 51.82! 59.27! 1.75!Other!workplace!location! 3.09! 47.36! 53.92! 66.85! 1.55!Onsite!work,!mining!town! 2.77! 35.12! 58.01! 65.26! 1.59!Onsite!work,!FIFO/DIDO! 2.67! 42.45! 60.08! 63.04! 1.92!Regular!workweek! 2.87! 43.08! 59.46! 62.81! 1.73!Irregular!workweek! 2.84! 46.14! 57.67! 62.41! 1.82!
Years$with$employer! ! ! ! ! !!!!!<2yr!employer! 2.86! 42.39! 60.33! 62.47! 1.71!!!!!!2F10!years! 2.81! 44.56! 57.26! 62.87! 1.77!!>10!years! 3.17! 46.40! 57.18! 62.78! 2.03!
Years$in$profession! ! ! ! ! !!!!!<2yr!! 2.78! 32.29! 62.11! 64.53! 1.78!!!!!!2F10!years! 2.83! 40.24! 59.10! 61.13! 1.82!!!!!>10!years$ 2.93$ 45.49$ 57.82$ 63.50$ 1.68$
Mean$job$level! ! ! ! ! !!!!!Level!1!! 2.67! 45.83! 59.13! 63.25! 1.83!!!!!Level!2! 2.86! 38.64! 60.23! 61.54! 1.83!!!!!Level!3$ 2.82! 45.76! 57.77! 60.31! 1.84!!!!!Level!4! 2.92! 45.54! 58.36! 63.71! 1.65!!!!!Level!5! 2.98! 44.04! 59.94! 65.53! 1.63!
Salary$bracket! ! ! ! ! !!!!!<$95,000! 2.89! 44.33! 59.90! 61.43! 1.82!!!!!$95,000F135,000! 2.87! 42.74! 57.83! 61.84! 1.75!$135,000F175,000! 2.85! 44.69! 58.61! 62.13! 1.70!!!!!!>$175,000! 2.86! 45.02! 60.04! 66.02! 1.73!!Industry!is!EEO! 3.03! 44.79! 62.01! 64.63! 1.66!!Industry!not!EEO! 2.68! 43.35! 55.30! 60.46! 1.86!! ! ! ! ! !
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! ! ! ! ! !! ! ! ! ! !Notes:!WFB:!Satisfaction!with!workFfamily!balance;!WoF:!Impact!of!work!on!family!balance;!FoW:!Impact!of!family!on!work;!CtI:!Commitment!to!the!mining!industry;!ItL:!Intentions!to!leave!the!mining!industry!
















5.6.3! Section summary Overall,!results!from!this!section!showed!that!different!subgroups!of!workers!within!the!mining!industry!experienced!different!degrees!of!workFfamily!balance,!workFonFfamily!balance!and!familyFonFwork!balance,!and!reported!different!levels!of!commitment!to!the!mining!industry!and!intentions!to!leave!the!mining!industry.!Age!group!comparisons!suggest!that!women!in!the!25F44!age!range,!when!women!were!most!likely!to!have!young!children,!struggled!the!most!with!workFfamily!balance!while!older!women!with!seniority!and!higher!job!levels!felt!a!stronger!sense!of!belonging!to!the!industry.!Trends!relating!to!work!status,!ways!of!working!and!living,!and!irregular!work!arrangements!suggested!that!women!with!children!who!were!in!roles!enabling!flexibility!tended!to!report!better!workFfamily!balance,!workFonFfamily!balance!and!familyFonFwork!balance,!as!well!as!higher!commitment!and!lower!intentions!to!leave!the!mining!industry.!In!contrast,!results!suggested!that!exploration!and!“onsite!work,!FIFO/DIDO”!roles,!which!involved!travelling!and!spending!time!away!from!home,!imposed!inflexible!boundaries!that!exacerbated!workFfamily!conflict!amongst!women,!as!well!as!affecting!commitment!and!intentions!to!leave!the!mining!industry.!Therefore,!the!ability!of!women!in!the!Australian!mining!industry!to!achieve!workFfamily!balance!was!affected!by!demographics!such!as!age,!the!presence!of!children!and!mining!industry!characteristics!determining!the!ways!in!which!women!work!and!live,!which!require!workers!to!spend!time!away!from!home!or!work!in!an!irregular!manner.!The!next!section!moves!the!analyses!further!by!testing!whether!associations!exist!between!workFfamily!balance!and!industry!commitment.
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5.7! Is poor work-family balance associated with a lack of commitment to the mining 
industry? I!suggested!previously!that!the!variables!workFonFfamily!balance,!familyFonFwork!balance,!workFfamily!balance,!and!commitmentFtoFindustry!should!all!be!positively!correlated!with!each!other,!and!negatively!correlated!to!the!variable!intentionFtoFleave.!In!this!section,!I!examine!the!associations!between!this!set!of!constructs!by!means!of!pairwise!correlations,!using!Pearson’s!correlation!coefficient!“r”.!!Pearson’s!“r”!is!a!measure!of!association!between!two!variables.!It!measures!the!degree!to!which!an!increase!or!decrease!in!one!variable!is!related!to!an!increase!or!decrease!in!another!variable.!Pearson’s!“r”!can!range!from!―1!to!+1.!When!“r”!is!greater!than!0,!it!denotes!a!positive!association!(the!values!of!the!two!variables!increase!and!decrease!together).!When!“r”!is!less!than!0,!it!denotes!a!negative!association!(increases!in!one!variables!are!associated!with!decreases!in!the!other!variables).!The!association!between!two!variables!is!stronger!the!closer!“r”!is!to!―1!or!+1,!and!weaker!the!closer!it!is!to!0.!The!results!are!shown!in!Table!5.4.!Correlations!between!the!three!workFfamily!balance!constructs!show!a!moderate!positive!association!between!workFonFfamily!balance!and!familyFonFwork!balance!(r=0.54)!for!both!men!and!women.!There!was!also!a!moderate!association!between!workFonFfamily!and!workFfamily!balance!for!all!respondents!(r=0.39),!which!was!noticeably!stronger!for!men!(r=0.50)!than!women!(r=0.30).!FamilyFonFwork!and!workFfamily!balance!were!also!moderately!positively!associated!(r=0.35),!and!once!again!more!so!for!men!(r=0.40)!than!women!(r=0.33).!Altogether,!these!results!indicate!that!the!three!workFfamily!balance!measures!!–!workFonFfamily!balance,!familyFonFwork!balance!and!workFfamily!balance!–!were!moderately!and!positively!associated!with!each!other.!Thus,!and!as!we!expected,!individuals’!satisfaction!with!workFfamily!balance!was!associated!with!the!degree!to!which!they!reported!that!they!experience!workFfamily!balance.!!
!
Table 5.4:  Correlation matrix of key measures 


























6.2! Analytical framework: Life course theory My!approach!is!informed!by!life!course!theory,!which!argues!that!an!individuals’!life!course!is!“an!interrelationship!between!individuals!and!society!that!evolves!as!a!timeFdependent,!dynamic!linkage!between!social!structure,!institutions!and!individual!action!from!birth!to!death”!(Heinz,!Huinink,!Weymann,!&!Swader,!2009,!p.!15).!According!to!this!approach,!there!are!five!key!life!course!factors!that!interact!to!influence!an!individual’s!life!course:!the!historical!time!of!birth;!the!historical!place!of!birth;!linked!lives;!human!agency;!and!the!timing!and!sequences!of!life!events!(Elder,!1998;!Giele,!2009).!The!interactions!between!these!five!factors!and!specific!contextual!settings!create!a!unique!life!course!trajectory!for!every!individual.!In!this!study,!I!restrict!my!analyses!to!three!life!course!factors:!the!timing!and!sequence!of!life!events,!linked!lives!and!human!agency.!While!the!time!and!place!of!birth!may!also!offer!interesting!insights,!they!are!beyond!the!scope!of!this!thesis.16!!!




6.2.2! Linked lives  Life!course!theory!suggests!that!an!individual’s!life!course!is!embedded!in!their!social!networks.!The!choices!people!make!are!influenced!by!their!linked!lives;!that!is,!the!social!relationships!with!the!people!around!them.!Women’s!linked!lives!include!immediate!family!and!social!relationships.!In!this!study,!linked!lives!were!primarily!partners!and!children,!but!could!also!have!included!parents!and!parentsFinFlaw,!other!family!members!and!close!friends.!Important!factors!include!the!structure!of!personal!relationships!and!how!they!pertain!to!women’s!wage!earning!and!caregiving!statuses,!the!existence!of!children!and!their!partners’!careers.!!!The!notion!of!linked!lives!also!implies!that!“lives!change!as!relationships!and!social!roles!change”!(Elder!&!Giele,!2009,!p.!9).!Thus,!women!who!appear!to!live!in!similar!types!of!families!may!make!different!career!and!family!decisions!depending!on!factors!related!to!their!social!relationships!and!roles.!For!example,!a!married!woman!with!children!who!is!a!primary!wage!earner!for!the!household!may!take!a!different!career!pathway!compared!to!her!counterpart!who!is!a!secondary!wage!earner!for!the!household.!




6.3! The data 
6.3.1! Data collection strategy The!data!for!this!chapter!were!collected!from!faceFtoFface!interviews!with!50!women!in!technical!professional!occupations!in!the!Australian!mining!industry.!Some!women!(n=26)!were!interviewed!specifically!for!this!thesis,!while!others!(n=24)!were!sourced!from!data!collected!from!the!broader!ARC!project!(see!Appendix!A!for!an!outline!of!the!ARC!project).!!!




















6.3.2! The participants The!participants!were!women!qualified!in!STEM!professions!such!as!engineering,!geoscience,!metallurgy,!chemistry,!environmental!science,!IT!and!OH&S!(see!Chapter!2).!They!ranged!in!age!from!30!to!63!years.!With!a!few!exceptions,!they!had!professional!careers!spanning!at!least!fifteen!years,!commencing!between!1973!and!2008.!All!but!five!commenced!their!careers!before!1999.!At!the!time!of!the!interviews,!39!were!partnered,!8!were!previously!partnered!but!currently!unpartnered!and!3!had!never!married!or!reported!being!partnered.!The!majority,!41,!had!children.!ThirtyFseven!interviewees!reported!previous!or!present!partners!having!employment!in!the!mining!industry!and!27!reported!relocating!once!or!more!as!“trailing!spouses”!when!their!partners!were!relocated.!A!table!showing!the!demographic!profile!of!the!50!participants!is!provided!in!Appendix!F.!While!the!interviews!conducted!specifically!for!this!thesis!sought!information!about!previous!partnerships!and!important!social!relationships,!it!was!not!specifically!investigated!by!the!ARC!interviews.!Therefore,!some!important!information,!including!previous!partnerships,!the!dates!of!marriages,!separations!and!divorces!and!the!births!of!children,!was!not!available!and!could!not!be!incorporated!into!analysis!about!those!women’s!careers.!This!limitation!must!be!noted!especially!for!the!three!unpartnered!women!without!children!for!whom!there!is!no!relationship!information.!It!is!possible!that!they!have!had!longFterm!relationships!and!important!social!networks!that!could!have!influenced!their!career!decisions!and!progression.!
6.3.3! Data analysis 




Code Occupational level 
0 Not in paid workforce; non-related industry not related to tertiary 
qualifications 
0.5 Vacation and student work in field related to professional field of study 
1 Entry level role, low technical expertise; part-time, casual & contracting 
roles without responsibility 
2 Low level management; technical role with moderate expertise 
3 Middle management role; technical role with high level of expertise 
4 Senior manager; technical role with very high level of expertise 
5 General Manager; Chief executive officer, Chief financial officer, Chief 
operations officer, Board Member small to medium size company 
6 General Manager; Chief executive officer, Chief financial officer, Chief 
operations officer, Board Member large corporation 
 












Figure 6.1:  Career progression by years in profession - all participants 





































Figure 6.3:  Life course plot legend 
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7.2! Analytical approach 
7.2.1! Data Collection Strategy In!this!study,!faceFtoFface!interviews!with!26!technical!professional!women,!who!also!participated!in!the!second!study!of!this!thesis,!were!thematically!analysed.!The!recruitment!process!was!described!in!the!previous!chapter.!As!described!in!Chapter!4,!the!women!met!three!key!criteria!to!participate!in!this!study:!1.! They!were!technical!professionals!or!managers.!2.! They!had!children!aged!fifteen!years!or!older.!3.! They!had!worked!and!lived!in!at!least!two!modes!such!as!FIFO,!mining!towns,!contracting!and!corporate!offices!(described!in!Chapter!2).!
7.2.2! Interview procedure  For!this!study,!the!interviews!focused!on!how!the!participants!managed!their!careers!after!they!had!children!and!the!types!of!career!barriers!they!confronted.!The!interviews!took!a!variety!of!paths.!Some!participants!focused!specifically!on!their!own!experiences,!discussing!their!own!careers!and!the!impact!of!them!on!their!children!and!partners!and!vice!versa.!Others!took!a!broader!perspective,!relating!stories!about!colleagues!and!opinions!about!how!well!the!broader!Australian!mining!industry!addressed!women’s!concerns!about!working!in!mining.!Some!women!discussed!advice!they!would!proffer!to!other!women!contemplating!careers!in!mining.!




7.3! Analytical Framework  ! The!interviews!were!transcribed!verbatim!and!I!commenced!thematic!analysis,!which!is!“a!method!for!identifying,!analysing!and!reporting!patterns!(themes)!within!data”!(Braun!&!Clarke,!2006,!p.!79).!(AttrideFStirling,!2001,!p.!387)!explains!that!thematic!analysis!is!a!way!of!identifying!“themes!salient!in!a!text!at!different!levels”!and!recommends!that!qualitative!researchers!organise!data!into!thematic!networks!to!create!links!between!different!levels!of!data.!This!process!is!simplified!by!using!qualitative!data!management!software!packages!such!as!NVivo!(Blaikie,!2009).!!!Consistent!with!Braun!and!Clarke’s!guide!to!thematic!analysis!(2006),!!I!commenced!by!reading!each!interview!twice!and!summarising!it!to!ensure!familiarity!with!the!data!and!to!understand!each!participant’s!career!and!family!circumstances.!The!transcripts!were!imported!into!NVivo,!a!data!management!software!program!designed!to!facilitate!qualitative!analysis.!In!NVivo,!theme!nodes!are!allocated!to!themes,!or!broad!topics!of!interest!(QSR!International,!2016).!In!this!study,!I!allocated!three!theme!nodes!for!the!topics!that!were!most!pertinent!to!women!after!they!had!children.!They!were:!1.! The!ways!of!working!and!living!in!the!mining!industry!and!impact!on!women’s!career!paths;!2.! Access!to!reliable!and!affordable!childcare;!and!3.! Negotiating!for!and!working!in!flexible!ways.!Once!I!identified!the!theme!nodes,!I!commenced!building!node!hierarchies!for!each!one.!In!NVivo,!node!hierarchies!consist!of!data!that!has!been!categorised!into!a!single!node!being!divided!further!into!subFthemes.!Parent!nodes!are!created!at!the!top!of!a!hierarchy!before!further!subFcoding!into!child!nodes!(QSR!International,!2016).!!The!process!of!creating!node!hierarchies!is!similar!to!AttrideFStirling’s!(2001)!method!for!creating!thematic!networks.!!
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NVivo Theme Node 1: The Ways of Working and Living in the Mining Industry For!the!first!theme!node,!The$Ways$of$Working$and$Living$in$the$Mining$Industry,$the!participants!identified!three!distinct!ways!of!working!and!living!for!technical!professionals!in!the!mining!industry.!These!were!allocated!as!parent!nodes:!!1.! FIFO!and!exploration!(analysed!together!and!referred!to!as!FIFO);!!2.! Living!in!a!mining!town!and!working!at!a!nearby!operational!site;!and!!3.! Corporate!and!office!roles!based!in!large!towns!and!cities.!!My!purpose!within!this!section!of!the!study!was!to!identify!advantages!and!disadvantages!of!working!and!living!in!each!of!these!ways!for!women’s!careers!after!they!had!children.!The!next!step!in!building!the!node!hierarchies!was!to!create!child!nodes!(or!subFcodes)!representing!Disadvantages!and!Advantages!for!each!way!of!working!and!living.!For!example,!the!disadvantages!of!a!FIFO!lifestyle!for!women!with!children!included:!separation!from!children;!being!away!for!family!emergencies;!and!the!subsequent!effect!on!personal!relationships.!The!advantages!of!a!FIFO!lifestyle!included:!high!salaries;!not!needing!to!relocate!families!for!new!roles;!and!gaining!career!experience.!The!node!map!for!the!FIFO!parent!node!is!shown!in!Figure!7.1.!
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Careers and children – seeking balance 

































Competition for formal childcare places In!some!places,!securing!formal!childcare!places!was!so!competitive!that!families!needed!to!secure!places!before!children!were!born!to!ensure!mothers!could!return!to!work!afterwards.!This!forward!planning!ensured!one!woman!was!able!to!return!to!full!time!work!after!her!maternity!leave.!I!had!him!booked!in!for!care!before!he!was!born!and!I!still!had!my!five!days!a!week!employment!so!I!went!back!(Jennifer).!Strong!competition!also!meant!some!women!paid!for!childcare!they!did!not!need!to!avoid!losing!their!places.!One!woman!continued!to!pay!for!childcare!after!she!retrenched!because!she!feared!that!she!might!not!be!able!to!find!replacement!places!when!she!found!another!job.!Similarly,!another!woman!paid!for!her!places!when!she!was!on!maternity!leave!and!had!to!return!to!work!early!because!she!could!not!otherwise!afford!to!keep!them.!!I’d!kept!them!in!one!day!a!week!at!the!dayFcare!so!that!I!could!still!keep!them!going!there.!It!was!costly.!It!was!money!out!of!pocket!that!I!didn’t!have,!so!in!a!way!it!pushed!me!as!well!to!get!that!next!job!(Jennifer).!!I!had!to!go!back!to!work!after!six!months!because!I!had!to!pay!for!dayFcare!for!the!two!of!them!from!January!onwards!and!I!had!him!in!November,!so!every!day!that!I!didn’t!go!it!was!$80.!And!so!I!had!to!go!back!to!work!(Toni).!Therefore,!in!some!places,!competition!for!childcare!places!meant!women!who!intended!to!return!to!work!after!maternity!leave!had!to!plan!their!childcare!needs!even!before!their!babies!were!born.!Moreover,!some!had!to!be!prepared!to!pay!for!places!when!they!did!not!need!them!or!they!risked!losing!them!and!being!unable!to!locate!new!places!when!they!needed!them.!Women!who!give!up!their!childcare!places!when!they!do!not!need!them!could!struggle!to!reFenter!the!workforce,!or!find!they!have!lost!valuable!career!capital!in!the!intervening!time.!
























7.4.3! Flexible working arrangements Flexible!working!arrangements!provide!workers!with!the!opportunity!to!remain!in!the!paid!workforce!while!they!manage!their!nonFwork!lives.!Like!women!with!children!in!other!industries,!access!to!flexible!work!can!be!as!important!as!other!job!role!characteristics!for!women!in!mining.!One!woman!explained!that!although!she!was!interested!in!career!progression!and!challenge,!flexibility!was!the!most!important!characteristic!she!would!look!for!in!a!new!job.!












Working from home Some!women!were!able!to!work!from!home!on!an!emergency!or!regular!basis.!This!enabled!them!to!complete!their!work!while!managing!their!care!and!household!responsibilities.!One!woman!explained!that!by!working!from!home!she!was!less!stressed!because!she!was!able!to!complete!her!household!chores!first!thing!in!the!morning,!after!which!she!could!concentrate!on!her!work.!!
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One!of!the!reasons!I!work!from!home!is!that!washing!was!something!that!used!to!always!get!on!top!of!me!and!I!could!never!–!every!time!there’s!washing!everywhere!I!feel!like!I!can’t!cope,!and!now!I!hang!the!washing!out!first!thing!in!the!morning!and!it’s!like!“Awesome,!washing’s!hung!out.!That’s!good”!(Toni).!Progressive!employers!recognised!that!some!people!could!do!good!work!from!home.!One!woman!explained!that!her!employer!hired!people!living!in!different!parts!of!Australia!and!had!set!up!employees!with!the!quality!of!technology!needed!to!complete!their!jobs!in!their!homes.!Consequently,!some!workers!worked!from!home!on!a!permanent!or!near!permanent!basis.!I’ve!got!an!extra!monitor!and!dock!for!my!laptop!set!up!at!home!so!it’s!easy!for!me!to!get!some!things!done!from!home!and!send!it!in,!join!in!meetings!using!Skype!and!that!sort!of!thing.!Because!we!have!people!living!on!the!Gold!Coast,!one!in!Hobart!and!one!in!Adelaide,!and!we’re!used!to!having!people!working!remotely!and!we’re!set!up!to!deal!with!it!(Liz).!Other!women!took!work!home!to!complete!after!their!children!had!gone!to!bed.!They!explained!that!they!could!do!high!quality!work!because!they!had!fewer!disruptions!than!in!the!office.!When!the!kids!have!gone!to!sleep!at!7:30!I!can!do!a!lot.!You!can!really!do!some!great!work!between!the!hours!of!8!o’clock!and!10!o’clock!at!night,!or!be!reading!through!those!reports!or!crossFchecking!figures!or!preparing!a!presentation!(Rosie).!!We’re!reviewing!a!lot!of!the!EIS’s![environmental!impact!studies]!at!the!moment.!Well,!you!don’t!do!that!during!work!hours.!It’s!at!night.!And!I!quite!like!that!work!because!I!can!sit!at!home,!get!dinner,!and!then!I!can!just!do!that!for!a!couple!of!hours!(Ann).!!Thus,!for!some!women,!working!from!home!enabled!them!to!manage!their!family!and!household!roles!while!still!completing!their!work.!However,!not!everyone!regarded!working!from!home!as!suitable!for!all!workers!or!for!all!jobs.!One!woman,!who!had!spent!time!working!from!home!when!her!children!were!younger,!explained!that!not!all!jobs!can!be!done!at!home,!especially!in!an!industry!where!physical!presence!onsite!was!necessary!to!take!ore!samples,!make!observations!and!identify!rocks!and!terrain!as!necessary.!She!also!cautioned!that!it!is!difficult!to!build!important!relationships!when!working!from!home.!FaceFtoFface!contact!is!essential.!I!think!it’s!hard!to!beat!boots!in!the!field,!face!to!face!…!You!really!need!to!build!relationships.!It’s!a!gradual!thing!over!time.!And!you!never!quite!build!that!trust!and!openness!over!the!phone!or!through!email![…]!It’s kind of got mixed blessings. I think you never feel quite part of a team if you’re 
so far removed. They forget you’re there. I suppose your development type opportunities are more 
limited. You’re not learning through osmosis, I suppose. You don’t have a mentor or colleague. It’s really 














Company and manager attitudes to flexible work Women!working!in!flexible!ways!reported!different!levels!of!support!from!direct!supervisors!and!companies.!Some!women!with!supportive!employers!expressed!pride!in!their!company’s!initiatives.!For!example,!one!woman!explained!she!was!proud!to!work!for!a!small!organisation!with!progressive!views!on!employing!women!and!other!groups!who!do!not!fit!the!traditional!“white!middle!class!male”!stereotype!of!the!mining!industry.!This!organisation!actively!sought!to!maintain!a!diverse!workforce,!believing!that!different!perspectives!and!ways!of!working!would!contribute!to!its!ongoing!success.!!!!We!do!have!a!very!flexible!organisation!and!it’s!great!for!people!that!can!go!away!and!have!babies!and!they!can!come!back,!there’s!flexible!hours,!all!those!things!…!They!come!back!from!maternity!leave!part!time,!so!this!is!the!advantage!of!working!at![company]!(Rhonda).!In!contrast,!some!other!managers!and!organisations!treated!women!in!flexible!roles!with!hostility.!The!women!were!perceived!to!have!special!privileges!inconveniencing!the!rest!of!the!workforce!and!disrupting!operations.!The!new!manager!of!one!woman,!a!single!mother!with!little!extended!family!support,!wanted!to!rescind!her!staggered!starting!and!finishing!times.!Although!the!woman!understood!that!the!manager’s!actions!were!criminal,!antiFdiscrimination!legislation!would!have!placed!the!onus!of!proof!on!her!and!she!did!not!have!the!emotional!energy!or!financial!resources!to!pursue!justice.!!The!new!manager!didn’t!like!me!having!a!staggered!start!time.!I!basically!got!called!into!his!office!and!he!said!“you!start!at!7!o’clock!on!Monday!morning!or!I!give!you!a!letter!for!the!next!three!days!that!you!start!at!7:30!and!I!sack!you!anyway”.!And!I!said!“We!already!arranged!this,!this!was!actually!part!of!the!conditions!with!me!coming!to!this!job”.!He!said!“Either!you!make!alternative!arrangements!for!your!child!or!you!find!alternative!employment”.!And!I!walked!into!the!bathhouse!and!I!sat!there!and!I!cried.!I!had!no!friggin’!idea!what!to!do!to!be!honest.!I!had!to!walk!through!the!office!all!red!eyed,!puffy!cheeked,!and!you!know,!and!the!manager!walked!in!behind!me!and!he!goes!“I!don’t!want!you!out!here!in!that!state.!Go!home”.!I!come!back!in!on!the!Monday!morning!and!said!“I’m!leaving.!I’ll!take!my!six!weeks’!pay!and!I’ll!go.!I’m!not!going!to!make!the!choice!of!my!child!over!my!work”.!And!he!goes,!“Yep,!no!dramas.!Clear!out!your!desk.!You!don’t!need!to!work!down!here.”!I!went!home!thinking!that!was!going!to!be!the!end!of!it!and!he!rocked!up!on!my!front!doorstep!the!next!morning!with!one!of!the!other!guys!as!a!witness!to!basically!tell!me!that!if!I!didn’t!sign!the!release!papers!that!indemnified!them!against!any!discriminatory!or!harassment!claims,!that!I!wouldn’t!be!paid!my!six!weeks’!pay!…!He!let!himself!in!and!just!walked!in!the!front!door!and!sat!down!on!my!lounge!and!started!watching!TV,!while!he!was!waiting!for!me!to!read!through!his!paperwork!that!basically!said!I!just!waived!every!right!for!harassment!(Sophie).!The!organisational!and!managerial!level!of!support!for!flexible!work!potentially!affects!women’s!job!satisfaction,!their!loyalty!to!their!employers!and!their!turnover!intentions.!Women!who!work!for!supportive!organisations!and!managers!are!proud!of!their!employers.!In!contrast,!those!who!lack!support!could!experience!poor!work!family!balance,!low!levels!of!job!satisfaction!and!loyalty!to!their!employers.!Women!who!leave!because!of!the!lack!of!support!could!struggle!to!find!new!work!with!flexible!conditions,!especially!if!their!reputations!as!“troublemakers”!precede!them.!!!
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Chapter 8! DISCUSSION  This!chapter!integrates!the!findings!of!the!three!parts!of!this!thesis!and!discusses!them!in!the!context!of!previous!literature.!The!integration!enables!the!development!of!a!comprehensive!understanding!of!how!family!and!relationship!factors!shape!women’s!technical!professional!careers!in!the!Australian!mining!industry.!The!chapter!proceeds!as!follows.!First,!the!background!and!objective!of!the!thesis!are!described!followed!by!summaries!and!discussions!of!each!of!the!three!parts!of!the!study.!Second,!the!career!barriers!identified!by!the!thesis!are!discussed!within!the!“leaky!pipeline”!framework!to!explain!how!the!barriers!contribute!to!women’s!attrition!from!the!mining!industry!after!they!have!children.!Finally,!the!chapter!discusses!the!types!of!careers!different!groups!of!women!have!built!in!relation!to!existing!careers!theories.!























8.4!  Timing and sequence of life events Life!course!theory!explains!that!the!timing!and!sequence!of!life!events!is!an!important!factor!shaping!an!individual’s!life!course!(Elder,!2000).!People,!individually!and!as!part!of!their!social!groups,!implement!strategies!to!adapt!to!external!events!by!ordering!and!timing!life!events!to!make!the!most!effective!use!of!the!available!resources!(Elder!&!Giele,!2009;!Huinink!&!Feldhaus,!2009).!People!can!plan!when!to!partner,!when!to!have!children!and!how!many!to!have!on!the!basis!of!factors!such!as!employment,!career!progression!and!financial!resources.!In!this!study,!the!timing!and!sequence!of!women’s!life!events!predicted!the!career!outcomes!of!many!participants.!However!for!others,!the!sequences!of!their!life!events!did!not!predict!career!outcomes.!Instead,!the!other!life!course!factors!and!the!mining!industry!context!interacted!to!moderate!or!exacerbate!the!career!outcomes!predicted!by!the!timing!and!sequences!of!their!life!events.!




















































8.9! Career barriers As!well!as!examining!how!life!course!and!mining!industry!factors!combined!to!constrain!or!facilitate!women’s!careers,!the!second!qualitative!part!of!this!study!identified!and!examined!career!barriers!that!specifically!constrained!the!careers!of!women!with!children.!Thematic!analysis!was!conducted!on!26!faceFtoFface!interviews!with!women!working!as!technical!professionals!in!the!Australian!mining!industry.!The!women!met!specific!criteria.!They!were!technical!professionals!or!managers;!they!had!worked!and!lived!in!at!least!two!ways!(e.g.!FIFO,!mining!towns,!corporate/office!roles!or!contracting!–!see!Chapter!2)!and!their!children!were!15!years!or!older.!The!criteria!were!important!to!capture!how!the!different!ways!of!working!and!living!and!changing!demands!of!children!as!they!aged!affected!women’s!career!experiences!and!decisions.!The!three!key!career!barriers!identified!were:!difficulties!obtaining!operational!experience!in!remote!and!regional!locations;!lack!of!access!to!childcare;!and!negotiating!for!and!working!in!flexible!ways.!Individually!and!combined,!these!barriers!presented!career!constraining!challenges!for!women!with!children.!



































8.11.2! Application of other career theories to women in the mining industry The!career!patterns!of!the!secondary!wage!earners!differed!from!the!bounded!and!boundaryless!careers!of!the!high!achieving!women.!The!secondary!wage!earners!showed!intermittent!patterns!of!employment,!characterised!by!career!breaks!and!time!in!part!time!work.!Such!patterns!are!consistent!with!the!career!typologies!proposed!by!Han!and!Moen!(1999)!and!Biemann!and!Zacher!(2012).!The!secondary!wage!earners’!career!patterns!and!centrality!changed!over!time.!At!early!career!stage,!many!achieved!similar!career!progression!to!the!high!achieving!women!in!the!other!groups.!In!the!1997!ARC!study!interviews,!some!women!expressed!strong!career!focus!and!centrality,!setting!career!goals!extending!beyond!having!children.!They!expected!to!resume!their!career!path!within!a!couple!of!years!of!having!children.!However,!by!the!2012!interviews!with!the!women!in!later!career!stages,!their!children’s!needs!took!priority!and!their!jobs!fitted!around!children’s!needs.!Many!had!also!become!trailing!spouses.!As!their!children!were!becoming!independent,!some!had!returned!to!full!time!work!and!began!to!make!decisions!favouring!their!careers.!Others!were!working!the!hours!that!allowed!them!to!pursue!personal!interests!or!had!withdrawn!from!the!industry!to!pursue!other!career!or!personal!goals.!These!career!patterns!are!consistent!with!the!kaleidoscope!career!model,!which!explains!that!women!value!the!three!key!parameters!of!authenticity,!balance!and!challenge.!The!priority!women!place!on!each!shifts!throughout!their!lives!and!influences!their!career!decisions!accordingly!(Mainiero!&!Sullivan,!2005;!Sullivan!&!Mainiero,!2007,!2008).!At!early!career!stage,!many!were!focused!on!seeking!challenging!job!roles.!At!midFcareer,!they!were!more!likely!to!be!influenced!by!family!needs!so!achieving!balance!would!be!more!important.!At!late!career!stage,!as!family!responsibilities!abate,!they!are!more!likely!to!pursue!personal!satisfaction,!either!in!their!previous!careers!or!in!new!ventures.!!!














Chapter 9! CONCLUSION, CONTRIBUTIONS, LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER 
WORK 
9.1! Introduction Despite!significant!improvements!and!gains!in!recent!decades,!women!continue!to!face!many!challenges!in!developing!and!pursuing!fulfilling!successful!careers!in!the!workforce.!These!challenges!are!particularly!acute!in!some!industries,!including!male!dominated,!economically!cyclical!industries!such!as!mining.!The!aim!of!this!thesis!was!to!shine!a!spotlight!on!the!specific!challenges!and!opportunities!faced!by!women!seeking!to!combine!work!and!family!responsibilities!in!the!mining!industry.!The!results!highlight!these!challenges!showing!that!there!are!some!women!who!have!been!able!to!achieve!strong!upward!career!progression!and!those!whose!careers!have!been!constrained!by!family!and!relationship!factors.!The!thesis!concludes!that!it!is!not!having!children!that!necessarily!constrain!the!careers!of!women!working!as!technical!professionals!in!the!Australian!mining!industry,!but!becoming!secondary!wage!earners!and!primary!caregivers.!These!findings!deepen!our!understanding!of!the!factors!that!shape!the!careers!of!women!in!mining!as!well!as!those!in!other!nonFtraditional!industries,!especially!those!with!remote!operations.!!!This!concluding!chapter!first!presents!the!“Career!path!matrix!–!Prototype!for!professionals!in!the!mining!industry”.!This!model!serves!two!purposes:!(i)!it!explains!why!the!careers!of!women!in!part!time!roles!do!not!progress;!and!(ii)!it!deepens!understanding!of!technical!professional!careers!and!career!progression!in!the!mining!industry!more!generally.!Second,!theoretical,!methodological!and!practical!contributions!are!discussed,!followed!by!the!studies!limitations!and!suggestions!for!future!work.!!
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Overview of the project The!objective!of!the!threeFpart!mixed!methods!project!was!to!“identify!and!evaluate!the!factors!that!affect!the!career!decisions!of!women!in!technical!professions!within!the!mining!and!resources!industry!in!Australia”.!It!was!designed!to!follow!up!Pattenden’s!(1998)!study!“Women!in!Mining”,!which!investigated!the!attraction!and!retention!of!women!in!the!Australian!mining!industry.!Pattenden’s!original!study!comprised!a!survey!and!faceFtoFface!interviews!with!present!and!past!workers!in!the!Australian!mining!industry.!!!For!the!first!part!of!the!study,!the!team!designed!an!industryFwide!survey!to!replicate!and!expand!upon!the!original!survey.!Targeting!technical!professionals,!the!survey!was!distributed!electronically!via!the!websites!of!industry!organisations!such!as!the!Australian!Institute!of!Mining!and!Metallurgy!(AusIMM),!the!Minerals!Council!of!Australia!(MCA)!and!the!Queensland!Resources!Council!(QRC).!With!the!support!of!these!partner!organisations,!the!AusIMM!also!emailed!a!link!to!the!survey!to!its!members!inviting!them!to!participate!in!the!study.!!For!the!second!part!of!the!study,!as!many!of!Pattenden’s!original!interviewees!as!possible!were!located!and!reFinterviewed!to!create!a!longitudinal!database!comprising!paired!interviews.!The!1997!participants!were!traced!through!social!media,!professional!and!personal!networks,!wordFofFmouth!and!attendance!at!professional!events.!In!total,!33!women!and!9!men!were!reFinterviewed.!!In!the!third!part!of!the!study,!senior!mining!representatives!from!Australia!and!Canada!were!interviewed.!The!objective!was!to!gain!insights!into!differences!and!commonalities!between!the!two!countries!and!to!identify!strategies!used!by!Canadian!counterparts!that!could!improve!the!attraction!and!retention!of!women!in!Australian!mining!industry.!
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My role in the project I!was!appointed!as!the!APAI!in!May!2011!and!was!involved!in!the!project!almost!from!the!beginning.!Throughout!the!threeFyear!project,!I!attended!and!contributed!to!team!meetings!regarding!the!project!administration,!planning,!research!design!and!implementation.!!I!participated!in!and!presented!my!findings!at!meetings!with!the!industry!partners.!I!provided!analyses!used!for!the!final!industry!report!in!which!I!also!reported!the!progress!of!my!PhD.!
The survey I!contributed!to!the!design!of!the!industry!survey!in!two!ways.!First,!I!offered!suggestions!to!formulate!useful!questions,!taking!particular!care!to!ensure!my!early!research!questions!would!be!addressed.!Second,!I!used!my!personal!knowledge!of!the!mining!industry!to!help!ensure!questions!were!relevant!in!the!mining!industry!context!and!could!be!answered!unambiguously.!
The face-to-face interviews I!contributed!to!this!part!of!the!project!in!a!number!of!ways.!First,!I!sat!in!on!and!conducted!two!faceFtoFface!interviews.!Once!the!interviews!were!transcribed,!I!read!through!and!commenced!early!analysis!of!the!paired!interviews!to!contribute!to!the!identification!of!broad!themes!related!to!women’s!and!men’s!careers!in!the!mining!industry.!Next,!I!collaborated!with!the!Chief!Investigator,!Professor!Polly!Parker!and!another!researcher,!Miriam!Yates,!to!thematically!investigate!women’s!career!transitions.!Professor!Parker,!Ms!Yates!and!I!met!numerous!times,!working!together!to!discuss!and!analyse!themes!to!formulate!potential!research!questions,!to!review!relevant!literature!and!to!discuss!our!findings.!!On!the!basis!of!our!findings,!we!submitted!an!abstract!for!the!2014!EGOS!Conference!in!Rotterdam,!which!was!accepted.!Professor!Parker,!Ms!Yates!and!I!coFwrote!the!conference!paper!and!coFpresented!our!findings!at!the!conference.!A!paper!reporting!these!findings!is!in!preparation.!













CPMI!Survey! ABS!Mining!All! Men! Women! All! Men! Women!
Female!%! 100! 27.53! 72.47! 100! 82.56! 17.44!
Mean!Age!(years)! 38.23! 43.14! 36.39! 40.30! 40.70! 36.86!
20(24!years!%! 7.14! 4.86! 8.21! 7.98! 7.25! 11.46!
25(34!years!%! 34.69! 24.86! 39.43! 27.21! 26.51! 36.29!
35(44!years!%! 25.95! 22.70! 27.93! 28.18! 28.48! 26.80!
45(54!years!%! 21.28! 27.57! 19.51! 23.09! 24.07! 23.09!
55!+!%! 10.93! 20.00! 4.93! 12.54! 13.70! 7.02!
Has!children!%! 46.66! 73.51! 37! *! *! 44.40!
Married!%! 51.79! 73.51! 43.53! 55.03! 58.16! 41.53!
Defacto!%! 21.28! 11.35! 25.05! 18.32! 17.50! 21.87!
Not!married!%! 26.94! 15.13! 31.43! 26.65! 24.35! 36.61!
Perm!F/T!%! 80.21! 85.79! 78.22! 93.62**! 95.48**! 84.63**!!
Part!time!&!casual!%! 12.33! 6.56! 14.38! 6.38! 4.52! 15.14!
Self(employed!%! 5.63! 4.92! 5.92! 3.52***! 3.52***! 3.52***!!
Unemployed!%! 1.83! 2.73! 1.48! ****! ****! ****!
!
Table AB.1:  Comparison of the means of key socio-economic variables between CPMI survey and ABS figures for the 













































Demographic Group* Relationship Status Children Trailing 
Spouse  
Alison 54 1981 1982 1984 Geotechnical Engineer Secondary Wage Earner Partnered 2 Y 
Andrea 45 1989 1990 1990 Geologist Single Mother Previously Partnered 2 N 
Ann 48 1988 2006 1989 Environmental Scientist Single Mother Previously Partnered 3 Y 
Barbara 45 1992 1993 1993 Geologist Secondary Wage Earner Partnered 4 N 
Carlie 46 1991 1992 1992 Geologist/Engineer No Children Partnered 0 Y 
Carol 54 1980 1981 1981 Geologist Primary Wage Earner  Partnered 2 N 
Debbie 49 1992 1993 1993 Mining Engineer Primary Wage Earner  Partnered 2 N 
Denise 44 2007 2008 2008 Geologist Secondary Wage Earner Partnered 2 Y 
Fran 62 1975 1976 1976 Mining Engineer No Children Previously Partnered 0 N 
Gayle 57 1983 1984 1984 Geologist Secondary Wage Earner Partnered 2 N 
Gina 45 1991 1992 1992 Geologist Secondary Wage Earner Partnered 2 Y 
Hannah 47 1988 1998 1989 Mining Engineer Single Mother Previously Partnered 2 N 
Isabel 61 1975 1976 1976 Geologist Primary Wage Earner  Partnered 2 N 
Jennifer 50 1996 1997 1997 Sample Analyst Secondary Wage Earner Partnered 3 N 
Jocelyn 40 1996 1997 1997 Mining Engineer Secondary Wage Earner Partnered 2 Y 
Judith 57 1978 1979 1979 Geologist Secondary Wage Earner Partnered 3 Y 
Julie 52 1989 1998 1990 Electrical Engineer Primary Wage Earner  Partnered 3 Y 
Kath 60 2009 2008 2008 OH&S Primary Wage Earner  Partnered 5 N 
Kylie 44 1991 1997 1997 Geologist Secondary Wage Earner Partnered 2 Y 
Laura 50 1986 1989 1989 Geologist Secondary Wage Earner Partnered 2 Y 
Leonie 40 1995 1996 1996 Mining Engineer No Children Partnered 0 N 
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Lisa 46 1990 1990 1990 Geologist Secondary Wage Earner Partnered 2 Y 
Liz 51 1986 1986 1986 Geologist Secondary Wage Earner Partnered 2 Y 
Lynette 57 1978 1979 1979 Geologist No Children Single 0 N 
Margie 62 1974 1981 1975 Environmental Scientist Primary Wage Earner  Partnered 2 N 
Maria 50 1987 1996 1996 Civil Engineer Primary Wage Earner  Partnered 2 Y 
Marianne 46 1990 1991 1991 Metallurgical Engineer Secondary Wage Earner Partnered 2 Y 
Meg 63 1971 1973 1973 Geologist Secondary Wage Earner Partnered 2 Y 
Melisa 42 1993 1994 1994 Environmental Scientist Secondary Wage Earner Partnered 2 Y 
Mia 40 1995 1995 1995 Geologist Single Previously Partnered 2 N 
Narelle 59 1974 1975 1975 Geologist No Children Previously Partnered 0 N 
Natalie 42 1994 1995 1995 Mining Engineer Primary Wage Earner  Partnered 2 Y 
Pam 57 1979 2007 1980 Nurse (OH&S) Single Mother Previously Partnered 2 Y 
Patricia 55 1981 1982 1982 Environmental Scientist No Children Single 0 N 
Prue 44 1993 1994 1994 Mining Engineer Primary Wage Earner  Partnered 2 N 
Rachel 49 1990 1997 1991 Geologist Secondary Wage Earner Partnered 1 Y 
Rhonda 43 1993 1993 1994 Geologist Primary Wage Earner  Partnered 1 N 
Roberta 57 1973 1974 1974 Geologist No Children Single 0 N 
Rosie 51 1986 1988 1988 Mining Engineer Primary Wage Earner  Partnered 3 Y 
Rowena 41 1996 1997 1997 Geologist Secondary Wage Earner Partnered 2 N 
Samantha 46 1996 1997 1997 Geologist/Mining 
Engineer 
No Children Partnered 0 Y 
Sarah 48 1987 1988 1988 Chemist Single Mother Partnered 2 Y 
Sophie 30 2011 2005 2006 Drill & Blast Engineer Single Mother Single 1 N 
Stephie 45 1989 1990 1990 Geologist Secondary Wage Earner Partnered 2 Y 
Terry 57 1982 1983 1983 Metallurgist No Children Partnered 0 N 
Tina 54 1994 1989 1990 Database Manager Secondary Wage Earner Partnered 2 Y 
Toni 44 1993 1994 1994 Mining Engineer Secondary Wage Earner Partnered 3 Y 
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Trisha 42 1993 1994 1994 Geologist Secondary Wage Earner Partnered 4 Y 
Valerie 50 1986 1987 1987 Geologist Secondary Wage Earner Partnered 2 Y 











AG.1  Women without children 
[He was] in [State] and me in [State], so we've done that. Consulting involves quite a bit of 
travel, so one or the other of us is off and away. He was in [Country 1] for 12 months while I 
was in [Country 2] on a 10 week on, three week off roster, so that was fairly hideous. […] 
Frequently we have back-to-back trips. One of us is away, we come home, see each other for 
a day, and he goes away and I'm here, and then he'll come back and we see each other for a 
weekend and I go. […] We go through phases like at Olympic Dam where we work in the 
same office, essentially (Carlie). 
I didn't like some of the internal politics. So I had to make a decision whether I wanted to stay 
with that or activate something new that I thought I might do a little later on. I thought well, 
I'll do it a little earlier (Roberta).  
The people were really good to work with and the challenges, although they were as all life 
consuming as I thought they might be, I had a ball. I really enjoyed it (Roberta).  
[Company], offered me a superintendent geotech role to go help them sort out their problems 
(Carlie). 
People who have gained their graduate experience in the [Town] are pretty well regarded in 
the industry, and pretty highly sought after too (Leonie).  
It is a 24-hour, seven day a week operational.  I‘ve got calls on weekends, I go to work on 
weekends, I get calls at night, I work very long hours et cetera.  It would be impractical of me 
to think that I could become a mum and a GM at the same time (Leonie). 
I ended up working at [Company 3 site] for about five years in various different roles. […] So 
I transitioned from being an engineer and sort of more technically focused as young in my 
career, to beginning my journey around people management. […] I was given the opportunity 
to then move to metallurgical coal and join the team at [Operational site] as a senior process 
engineer. So I went back a little bit into - I had a smaller group to look after so still doing 
people management but not that direct line leadership (Leonie). 
One of the things that I have worked through in the last couple of years too, from 2009 to 
2011, is a two year program that’s called the Accelerated Leadership Development Program 
within [Company 3], where I suppose their future very senior leaders in the business are 
identified as being given the opportunity to develop (Leonie). 
I never stayed around really long enough to get promoted because I guess I would take it on 
myself if I wasn't happy to move on (Samantha). 
As you worked your way through and gained experience, you automatically shuffle up the 
ranks. […] They used to say if you'd been a project geologist for eight years you 
automatically qualified to become a senior geologist (Lynette).  
I'm very, very satisfied with where I am now and I know every decision I've made I've made 
myself. No one's promoted me. I've worked for this on myself. So I feel like I've really earned 
it in a way (Samantha). !!! !
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AG.2  Primary wage earners with children and partners 
I came out of secondary school and I was actually even going into the Conservatorium of 
Music and all of those sorts of things and basically I decided I could do that as a hobby and 
do engineering instead. […] I was pretty ambitious and wanted to succeed and I think that 
made it quite difficult (Natalie). 
Not a lot of people believe that women should be in mining. Well, not males anyway. Yeah, 
so that’s just something you’ve got to overcome (Kath). 
I was sitting talking with my young daughter and she said to me, I thought you were a visitor 
but you're my Mummy.  So within a couple of months I moved across to [Company] which 
meant if I travelled it was sort of Monday to Friday and largely within [State] and certainly at 
the most, within Aus (Margie).  
We were both offered opportunities overseas, Rob in security working on the mining 
companies and me as a mine manager. It would have been fantastic experience but it wasn’t 
what we wanted to do or what we should do. I mean Leah’s now in Uni (Rhonda) 
AG.3  Single mothers 
I went back to work when Lucas was about six months old, but not mining work at the time.  I 
set up a [business] (Mia). 
I always wanted to get back into geology for the money and for the frequency of work. 
Tutoring was a lot of effort.  You could put a hell of a lot of effort into lesson planning and 
then five minutes before your class your student would call up and cancel. […] So I got a job, 
it was […] pretty menial kind of work. […] I had a fairly flexible working arrangement where 
I could work from home where needed. And at one stage I was only going to the office about 
one day a week (Mia). 
 He moved to [Country] with the intent that I might move, but it was kind of well and truly 
over at that stage, and I moved there very briefly but thought, ‘what am I doing?’ […]  I came 
back because I had a job to come to and I had a good support network at that stage (Mia). 
Coming up to 2009 when the first bust looked like it was happening, the GFC, and I thought it 
was wise to get a staff position because while [Company] work had been so continuous, the 
kind of little sporadic jobs we did after that, you’d spend a lot of time trying to acquire that 
piece of work and then it would fall over or you’d have weeks without work (Mia). 
I said [to her manager] “I just bought a house.  My kids are enrolled in school?” So anyway, I 
resigned and then I contracted back to them and they actually had to pay me more money. So 
suffer.  And so basically, since that point, yeah, I’ve contracted (Sarah). 
I had planned to come to Australia for a year to travel.  I would support it through some kind 
of fly in, fly out work that would allow me to travel and have some pocket money […] There 
was no commitment and hey, if it doesn’t work, I’m backpacking around the country (Mia).  
I won’t say that I wouldn’t move on, just for where my children are and for how the 
[Department] is flexible for me; it’s an extremely good position. Unfortunately, you don’t get 
paid like you do out in industry, but in terms of the flexibility and being able to raise my 
children (Hannah).  
[Company] rang up and offered me a job.  I was poached.  He offered me like three grand 
more. Back then it was like $23,000.   […] I was all of 23, deciding what to do with my life. 
[…] We went from like four people to like 50, and basically I had to run it all (Sarah). 
I’ve been lucky enough being in the right place at the right time, being in a boom time and 
now probably being at a stage where there’s a lot of people exiting the industry, with maybe 
less than five years left.  There’s a lot of graduates with less than 10 years’ experience. 
There’s not a lot of people in the middle. So I feel reasonably comfortable that I’m – and I 
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have a technical and kind of commercial strength there (Mia).  
I needed to go back to work. I don’t like not working. As much as I love my kids, I don’t 
want to not work. […] I look back and I sort of partly, partly regret not being the sort of 
woman that could stay at home and look after my kids (Pam). 
AG.4  Secondary wage earners 
I’m hesitant to put a break in my career, because I feel like I’ve worked really hard to get 
here, and I feel like if I get a roll, and I start getting more and more responsibility, which is 
what I want, I feel like of I take a break I won’t be able to get back in to it, so that’s one of 
my concerns (Jocelyn 1997). 
“Well, the work has got to be interesting or part of a career plan or otherwise I’m not going to 
turn our lives upside down to fit it in” (Lisa) 
Motherhood changed me as well, so whereas I was very similar to my husband and career 
focused children certainly changed my perspective on that. […] I like what I do and I'm 
happy not to be higher up the ladder and all that sort of stuff. To me that's not important 
(Kylie). 
It’s still the right decision for us with the activities that my kids are doing and it kind of works 
for our family. But yes it's limiting in the career (Jocelyn). 
I didn't really see myself going back to work immediately with twins. (Trisha) 
I'm probably limited a little bit in things because I've chosen to be like the main parental 
guidance in the house. So that way I've chosen not to be available all the time to work (Kylie). 
I struggled at first to find day-care facilities at the time, very challenging.  You could apply 
for a position if you had a job, but you couldn't get the job until you had day-care, so it was a 
real catch 22 (Trisha).  
When I turned 15, I got three jobs. […] I’d work all day Saturday, all day Sunday [at the 
hospital] and then 4 to 7 on Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and on Tuesday nights 
I’d work in the milk bar for 3 hours and on Saturday nights I’d work at a restaurant as a 
waitress […]  to fund High […] Oh, darned right I’m a determined person. I don’t want my 
kids not to have that, but I don’t want my kids to have to do quite as much (Toni). 
I was offered another job to work as a geologist in [Town] for a gold company […] to be their 
exploration geologist. I decided not to take it because my husband moved up to [City] (Gina). 
I did up letters to sort of say “Can I please come and work for you for a week free because 
there’s no jobs and I’ll prove to you that I can work hard?” (Toni). 
After I had my first son I was extremely resentful because I was offered a couple of good 
promotions and I just couldn’t take it (Tina). 
I asked to be given the sort of role and the responsibilities of a geologist […] and then I 


























AI.1 Working and living and following the mining industry career path 
That was home because we were working five days a week. So there was no base in Perth, 
there was no fly in, fly out, drive – it was drive in, drive out but it was to go to Perth to buy 
supplies or getting a new pair of shoes. Home was the mine site (Valerie). 
It’s good because you’ve got the beach just up the road, and [Town], the big smoke. It’s good 
(Rachel 1997). 
We were on a fantastic deal. We lived in the barracks with – I lived with two other women. 
We even had our beds made in the morning. We could have all our meals at the mess (Liz). 
It was great, because you had a base for three weeks out of every four, and then for the fourth 
week you had lots of cash and the world was your oyster (Mia).  
Well, the first two field seasons we were camped out. [Organization] were just finishing up a 
big mapping program in the [region] and it was their last field season but they still had a field 
camp and three or four people up there mapping, and so I lived out at that field camp. And 
then the second year there was myself and another Masters student and a researcher was there 
for a bit (Liz). 
I’ve seen a lot of women doing it with young kids and even with the best husband in the 
world they miss big chunks of their kids’ lives (Pam). 
No [couldn’t do FIFO with young children]. And I guess that’s the thing. You have to be 
sensible and reasonable yourself. If you want to continue to work and have children and be 
supportive, then you have to think seriously about that before you have them and set your 
career up so that it’ll accommodate that (Barbara).  
It was this huge house in [Mining town] and it was just me, and I used to cry, because I 
wanted my kids (Denise). 
I’ve had a lot of times where he’s rung me and I’m out on site and he’s super anxious and 
he’s pulled over to the side of the road and he can’t even drive further because he’s got an 
acute anxiety attack, and those were always very difficult situations (Pam).  
I’ve seen so many people divorced, separated (Kath). 
I wanted to stay and live in [Mining town] and every time they wanted to send me on a FIFO 
position I’d asked to change positions so I could stay residential (Kath).  
It becomes a lifestyle choice.  And for me, moving back from working at [Operational site] 
which was my last geologist’s job, I took a huge pay cut, going to work for [Company].  But 
it was [Company] based in [City]. Monday - Friday (Rhonda). 
It just depends whether they wanted to be a fly in, fly out or whether they wanted to be in 
those hot, really hot areas. So they had a preference and the preference was “No, I’ll come 
over to the east coast, it’s a bit easier on me, nearer my kids” (Julie). 
They had like six teams of indoor cricket and three things of squash, you know, grades of 
squash and it was huge. I think [Town’s] a great town for when you’ve got young families. 
Definitely. I’d swear by it (Sarah).  
Because we were residential, living in the same town, I was just going to work [….] It was 
fantastic for our kids and they still say that. And we could be a family. So, we were both 
home every night and we could do all the normal stuff (Carol). 
I mean, the other thing about [Town] was that you had the three mines, so you didn’t – there 
was much more – work didn’t invade your private life as much as it does in some. Like, in 
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[Town] it did because everyone worked at the same place (Carol). 
I always advise them when your family’s too young, when you’re building a family, or up to 
elementary for example, I think it’s okay to live in a small town, but not once they go to high 
school (Andrea). 
Kasey is going back to school in Perth. She has to go to a proper school (Maria).  
It was a fantastic opportunity for them. But as soon as the children got to school age, they 
moved back to Perth (Rhonda). 
[Residential is not as attractive anymore] because with the way the flights are, and the camps 
that they’ve got in place, you don’t have to live here residential (Kath).  
They’ve all kind of either left the company or have gotten older and want to move to [City] 
rather than being out in the middle of nowhere on a mine  (Barbara). 
She said she's going back to study, “Just looking” - she said, “I'm not sure whether doing 
another degree will give me more opportunities”. But she's just at a point where she's not sure 
(Marianne). 
I’d recommend anybody that they at least think about goals and plans and even if you don’t 
always manage to get exactly where you think you might want to go to, but at least just have 
that bit of forethought rather than just going with the wind when it blows (Liz). 
I think there is a very, particularly in the coal industry, it’s very narrow minded about what 
your skillset has to be to go on to executive management (Natalie). 
My personal theory is children are a liability for a senior management position if you’re 
female, not to have children is a liability in a senior management position if you’re male. […] 
When I think of many of the senior women in our […] operational and real business roles and 
technical roles. I think probably not too many of the women had a family and kids. It's very 
demanding. The job is really, really demanding (Margie).  
So you have got to be prepared to go where they need you. It's the nature of the business 
(Natalie). 
I think you just have to go where they want you (Gayle). 
AI.2 Childcare 
It was fine when they were in day-care but in [Town] the after school care is at a different 
school, so she’s had to hire a nanny just to mainly do the after school pick up so that she can 
work (Ann). 
He basically worked afternoon shift, so I could go to work in the morning and he’d still be 
home, and he’d probably put Nicholas in day-care between the hours of like 9 and 11 for a 
couple of hours in the morning and I’d get him back (Sarah).  
Just physically getting them to school, like I can’t drop them off – one off before 10 past 8 and 
he’s – we’re out the door at 10 past 8 and then I get on the bus and come to town. And same 
thing on the way home now. He’s in after school care and it closes at 6 so I need to leave at 4 
to get there (Ann). 
You couldn’t drop them off at school before quarter to nine, so they actually had a school bus 
that went around and picked up all the rural kids, and it took about 40 minutes. I could put 
him on the bus, he could drive around for 40 minutes till he got to school, which was about 
100 yards from where he started, as a kind of babysitting measure, and it was just getting 
ludicrous (Lisa). 
Trevor had to be at [work] at 6 o’clock in the morning […] So she’d turn up at home at 6:30 
in the morning and take the kids to […] kindy and all that sort of stuff  (Sarah). 
We had a young guy who was kind of there just to make sure they got home from school 
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okay, in the hope that I would be home by 5:45, 6ish.  It was a bit difficult. Juggling. Lots of 
juggling (Mia). 
I would do 600km in a week. And I would be two nights away from home. She was with 
Holly and that’s why more or less we had someone to stay with her because Gary would come 
home at 9 o’clock (Maria). 
When my husband lost his wife, he was still doing the drive in, drive out and he had a live-in 
nanny through that period and she’s still, you know, plays a part in our life.  She looked after 
them for 12 months basically while he was at work (Natalie). 
I had a private nanny, local nanny looking after the youngest one and that worked okay for a 
while, and then I helped get the long day-care centre going in [Town], which it was a 
desperate need for it (Meg). 
I didn’t know anyone in [City] and I didn’t have any family (Mia). 
I’m in Perth on some sort of training course, Holly rings me and said “Mum, Mum, they 
didn’t come. What do I do now?” And the school, you know, is only like 400m away, but you 
do have to cross a road that divides [Town] (Maria). 
We didn't have family help. We were both far from our families and neither of our families 
would have wanted to play babysitters in that sense (Margie). 
Our choices have meant we haven’t had to rely on family very much and, or guess what?  
They haven’t been around to rely on them anyway (Debbie). 
My mum and dad were still around but my sister had had a bad divorce a little while before so 
they were very involved in looking after her kids and they also were running a farm (Meg). 
We had family in Melbourne, but not in [Town] (Carol). 
I just thought Brisbane would be closer to my family which is in Sydney (Ann) 
My mum’s still in Tasmania.  (Natalie). 
I know a lot of people that have brought their mums and dads up to the town that are retired 
and that are living with them (Kath). 
AI.3 Flexible working arrangements 
Back then, because I still had children that were at pre-school, I worked the days that they 
were at pre-school because that was the easiest for me, so each year those days will change, so 
one year I might work Monday, Thursday, the next year I might work Tuesday, Friday and 
then once they were out of pre-school, I’ve had a myriad of day changes to suit with the 
different ways our full time geos work (Barbara). 
And so I started at 9 and – 24 hours I had to work and he didn’t care how I did them, as long 
as the 24 hours were done (Tina).  
I essentially did two long days because I only wanted to have the kids in childcare two days a 
week (Liz). 
I’m at a point where I have to rethink and probably at least go to 4½ if not five, but I mean the 
kids are 12 and 14 now. It’s an easier thing to do, but it’s more just for my I guess, mental and 
emotional health. I’m sort of trying to hang on and not go quite full time (Liz). 
I think companies try and hold their personnel to start with, so obviously the contractors, last 
on, first off sort of routine, and contractors are first to go. You’re the first one out the door.  
But to some extent, that’s not always the case. In a downturn, as it is now, it’s more expensive 
to keep the employees than it is to get a contractor. With a contractor, you’d probably get a lot 
more short term jobs (Gayle). 
They could never guarantee that you had work. I probably started September of one year, 
went through to Christmas, they sort of tell you at Christmas “We’ll let you know if there’s 
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any work. There might not be any work” and then two weeks over Christmas they ring you up 
“Can you start tomorrow” (Barbara).  
I might get a month's notice, but mostly it's a week's notice. That makes it difficult, balancing 
with kids. You might finish the job earlier than what they expected, so there's no carry-on 
work (Marianne). 
You have to have a HR Department and a boss that’s prepared to support  (Valerie). 
A lot of companies are flexible but it's not actually - it's up to your manager's discretion 
(Rachel). 
It depends on the manager really (Ann).  
So you’ve got to have the right attitude (Valerie). 
I did also start doing reduced hours as the company got to know me (Ann).  
I think also, you have to at some stage put in the work to be trusted to work from home and it 
is a big trust (Margie).  
I was really lucky because my manager at the time, his wife worked part time and had 
children the same age as mine (Tina). 
 I’ve been lucky enough to have a good working relationship and I’ve sort of always said 
when I started how flexible is the work hours because I saw on the contract, it said you’ve got 
to work between these hours and I said is that strictly, and I think it’s more to do with the 
manager at the time (Ann). 
Once you’re a director well you’ve just got to be on the email morning and night, every day 
and you’ve got to be contactable. And then I do a fair bit of work at home here now, on my 
supposed days off (Meg). 
We just sit there and we focus. Because we know that the bell's going to go at three o'clock 
and we either need to be out there by three…. I rarely have lunch. I just rarely have lunch. I do 
make the point of trying to talk to a few people during the day, but I keep that very short 
because I've got a set time to get a set amount of work in (Marianne).  
I was very ruthless and I just didn’t go to any of the extra meetings and things like that, 
because I needed to get my work done but of course you’re doing almost a full time job in part 
time. And so you do, you miss out on quite a bit, because you just say “I haven’t got the 
luxury of the time to go and do that” (Lisa).  
It’s also sort of deadlines, like you can be in a role, and if people are saying “Oh, I need this 
done by say tonight”, if it’s got to be a time when you’re meant to be picking up the kids, that 
is such a stress (Ann). 
You’ve got to have the technical capability to be able to handle things outside, you’ve got to 
have IT support, so that if you do need to do something while you’re offsite or off the office 
you can do it and you can deal with it, and you have to have a HR Department and a boss 
that’s prepared to support you. Getting all those things altogether and making it work 
(Valerie). 
I had a very generous employer at the time who said, ‘Look. I would prefer that you work for 
me rather than get somebody in to replace you so why don’t you work from home’ and a lot of 
the work I was doing I could do from home. A company that is forward thinking like 
[company] where they’re looking all the time to improve, not just the women’s lot, but 
improving the mining in terms of the technology, and in terms of the benefits that they give 
their people (Rosie). 
They were very flexible with where you worked and what you did and had the philosophy that 
you get your hours when you get your hours (Natalie). 
They were supportive in that I was able to take leave without pay because my mum was kind 
of dying for a long time (Mia). 
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I don’t think I could work for anybody that didn’t understand a woman’s perspective. Not to 
make too big a point of it but I think that they need to be sensitive to female issues. So if I said 
my children were sick I’ve got to go home, they’re not going to punish me. Or the flexibility 
of working from home for some of the time or whatever (Rosie).  
They didn’t want me to work from home, whereas when I was doing the [two other jobs], they 
didn’t even know where I was, so as long as you do things, you come to the phone conference 
in your pyjamas, that’s fine, but these people insisted that I come to the office. So that was a 
lot of driving. I would do 600km in a week. And I would be two nights away from home 
(Maria).  
“Well, I was going to ask when I could actually have a day off work because my child is sick 
and not actually hear my boss screaming his head off, ranting up and down the hall because it 
was only about a question, because I’m not there for the day? I want to know when I can 
actually have a sick day and actually not feel so guilty and have it held against me for the rest 
of my friggin’ life and it be okay?” (Toni). 
We’ve just had a senior metallurgist that’s just gone out to have a child. We’ve had a senior 
mine engineer who went on maternity leave, she came back part time when the baby was little 
and was working from home and would come in and do work here, mainly involved in a lot of 
project work and then she had another child so she’ll be looking to do that again. We have 
another senior environmentalist who’s fallen pregnant (Julie). 
We had this young lady and she’s a single mother and she had a baby and she would take time 
off and I said “That’s alright. Just take time. You just have to reconcile yourself. You cannot 
have it all at this stage. Your daughter will grow up and it will happen very quickly. Don’t 
worry. You will work full time, but for the time being you have to take time off to look after 
your child. That’s fine” (Maria) 
I think there’s a perception that you’re not going to be able to put in long hours, you’re not as 
flexible to travel, you’re not as up for late evening meetings (Mia). 
 I think you’d probably delimit your career options if you’re not available five days a week. 
There’s a girl that I work with here who has been with the company 17 years but she has even 
been told, either it’s career or kids, and you’re not quite committed. She’s probably the most 
capable, competent person doing that role and well able for something more senior, but I think 
her choice to work four days a week is definitely limiting her (Mia). 
 I think if you’re in a senior role there’s pressure to come back sooner.  And if you fight that 
pressure, it probably is perceived as a lesser commitment (Mia) 
I think that people don’t actually think that you have other commitments (Ann). 
The technical side of the business is much more flexible in terms of family arrangements and 
being able to put your career on hold or have flexible working arrangements, but you then 
have that of you come back with a break and also you’re coming back in technical and so 
that’s kind of where they see you just staying (Natalie). 
I was told that because I was part time that I wouldn’t even become a specialist or anything 
like that and I wouldn’t be offered anything. And the one day off a week I had off was the day 
where apparently decisions and everything were made (Tina). 
It’s very difficult to network when you're only part time. You’re brought in to do a specific 
job. You try and walk around now and then and talk to as many people as possible, so that 
they know you're there in case other jobs come up in that section. But again, you're part time, 
you're very focused, and you're trying to get the job done as well as possible in the least 
amount of hours (Marianne). !!!
